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PROGRESS AND CAUTION

The Pattern of Healthful Living Project was & curriculum
developmerit effort funded by the Texas Commission on
i

Alcoholis

i

.

The guides were written, subjected to two

pilotings11 and carefully evaluated for content, grade
approprtateness, and pupil effectivenes.s.

Because this is a values based curriculum attempting to
effect attitude and behavior.al changes in pupils regarding
decisions important to youth, th'e Pattern of Healthful

Living staff does not recommend the use of these guides
tv,ithout the requisite teacher preparation.

Affective

teaching skills and attitudeare imperative ir] )t Av,results

the project obtained from pilo
others who use the material,

can be expected from

A

The staff recommends these materials not be used daily,
but rather spa/4 to cover a semejter of time.

Materials

are available for grades.kinde;48r" tin-44trough eight.
The focusin
develolme
will ,se.

goal of a values-bated curriculum is the
.1
in children of a posit]ve
selflimage.

This

the pattern for utilization of decision making

proc'es es which are necessary in a democra is society.

If

this is kept in-mfid and teachers are'prop rly trained, we

.011 have taken'one further step in human' ing education.
Shirley E. ,Rose, Ed.D
Project Coordinator.
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PREFACE

Rationale

HArris County Department of-Education conceptualized "Patterns
of HealthfulLiving" curriculum design under the following
premises:

1.

Belief in the supreme worth and individuality of each
pupil.

2.

3.

Belief that each person should be aided by educational
institutions in attaining his potential as a human being.
Belief that each person should be aided by educational
,institutions for effective participation in a democratic
society.

,4,

5.

Belief that each person can become the person he wants
to be and function* more effectively in a free societ/ if
he is helped to develop a personal rational value syste ".
.Belief that one of,the important *functions of a school

a free society is to help upils develop and clarify
personal belief system.
6.

in

a

Belief in a value-based education program &s the effective
means'of assisting pupils into becoming a "rational
thinking," "self-actualizing" individual.

Goals

The foflowing broad goals were identified in or/er to
facilitate the ultimate a'im of the program as outlined in
the proposal to the Texas-Commission on Alcoholism:
:fne
ultimate aim will be to have an ongoing program which can
be offered to organizations throughout the state, a progra-,
which produces individuals with the ability to make responsible
judgments on theirs life- style."
The-prograliattempted the following:
1.

Assist Oupils in the deveopmen.t of a more positive
self-coOtepe which helps ind viduals achieve a more
rewarditig
to

enricheMife.

(

2.

Assist pupils in the development of rational thinking
processes-necessary to effective functioning'in a free
society.,
.

3.

,ASsist in the development and refinement of inter and
intra personal skills necessary for individual and group
effectiveness.

4.

Assist in helping .the child understand the values of the

societyin which he lives and participate effectiveLy

in

that society.
5.

Assist in development of a personal and societal 'value
system, which involves:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Understanding how a value system evolves.
Appreciation of value systems operating in a multi.ethnic society.
Experiences in examination of values both personal
and societal.
Experiences in resolution of value conflict and
value clarification both personal and societal.

"0,

s
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t,
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A PROCESS FOR GROUP ACTION
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INTRODUCTION`

"We've got to return to those values whic
made'this country great:.
Especially in the
schools there is need for teachers to once
again teach those ideas which explain what
we are all about:"

Why would anyone want to challenge t4s statement?

In -a

schbol board meeting, who would dare to express concern wit,
this-speaker's emphatic pronouncement?
who

Yet there are educatJ

44d nfrt accept the speaker's ideas without further

clarification.

The critic might start by asking, "How can we return if.we
never have been?" or "What specific values are you talking
about?"

Undoubtedly the Speaker is making reference to
4P--

democratic values and he is assuming that teachers today spend
less time teaching such values than their counterparts of
former years.

In actuality it is doubtful if very many teacher

at any time have taught so students can have a depth under>tandi,
and application of "those Valtres which made us great."

Jacob Klein, in his-American Values and American Education.
strikes at this issue of diverWiZ. betweln'dftsweratrCVTTue:.
He argues that a

and traditional teaching methods.

sq-9.ftti

which seeks the promotion 'a),1-etpetuat'on of better living
.,throug

self-efforts should have an educional
system which
1\
4,-----,

corresponds and operates in like

ner.----1

t-a

1Jacob Klein, American Values and Ame
(Jericho, New York:. ExOs i TTOTCFress,
XV

i

'\But instead we
Education

have schools which
Many classrooms

stress

remain

competition above all else.

as isolated cells of authori-

tarianism where the developmerit of democritic skills and

understandings is left to chance or ignored.

Some who attempt

development believe that memorizing creeds or daily flag
saluting

If

the trick.

a classroom teacher is to help children achieve application

of ideas, then the learning environment should be set sothere
i-sfreedom to explore and test these_same ideas..

Democratic

.--values represent complex ideas and call for a life style of
self-discipline and humanistic _concern.

There can not be

a

light treatment or a series of lectures--children must live
the democratic process if it is ever to be reality to them.
Purpose of this Fifth Grade Study on Values
The central purpose of this fifth grade, study is

to help

children develop an understanding and applicatiOn of these
basic democratic principles:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Respect for the dignity and worth of the individual;
Concern for the common welfare;
Faith in the intelligence of common men to rule
themselves;
Use of reason and persuasion rather than force for
solving problems and settling controversies.

To achieve this development, students will create a process for
positive group action within the classroom.

In other words,

the learning environment will be arranged so students

have an

opportunity to build a 'systematic, democratic means of objectively

dealing with social issues and concerns.

Their process'will

embody the above'principles and can be used to clarify values,
- A

xvi

,

solve problems and implement policy.

They will have a system

for living-according to democratic thought.
The Scope and Sequence of- This'Study

,

To accomplish the task of creating this system or process,
number of operations have been prescribed.

a

The following list

briefly describes these tasks.
1

There is an introductory unit in which the students
are posed the problem of resolving issues without
the teacher as discussion leader or principle decisjon
maker.

2

3

4

.

The students, with teacher as a temporary leader,
discus's and then developa procedure for having
discussions and resolving issues without the
omnipresence of.adult.authority figures.
This
procedure will hecOme the process, and.its physical
form will appear as a series of pocy'statements for
guiding behavior and pres'cribing action.
A series of'situations and problems then will be gi'ven
so students can test and refine their process.
Finally, their process will be made ready for use in
dealing with the real, everyday issues which may
confront the children in the school environment.

i

t.

It.
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A PERSONAL NOTE

AI

I

After. reading the foregoing introduction, the reader may
.

react with questions such as, "But haven't F seen or heard
this somewhere before?

What is different between this and

the student council-toncept which we have had for years?"
As the writer of this aspect of the project, allow my
response to such concerns.

As a former classroom teacher

I

have coverned myself with

,helping students realize effective democratic living.

This

unit has been tested many times, with youngsters from age
eight to twel,ve.

E'aCh time it was tried, the students
.

,

.

created a list of policy statements similar to any.list
which we adults use to guide and direct pur behavior in
town meetings or in policy making situations.

-Invariably,

their statements or pracess'embbdied democratic ideas.
..

.

The uniqueness of this study is that students create and
apply the policy statements.
teacher's part, is unimportant.

plays a very important role.

This is not to say that the
As you Will see, the teacher
In the end, however, the process

is and must be a student product.

The process will function

only if the children believe it is their Own.

At the same

time it will give them a chance to live according to
democratic principles.

Q
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STATEMENT OF PROCEDURE

This study is composed Of a number of units, each of which has
stated general purposes and terminal objectives.

For each unit

there is an indicition olf those concepts WhiCh the children should

come to understand as

a

result of .their work.

are specified in each unit.
In the

learning

details a.re given.

experience

LeaTning experiences

Itme

'phase of each unit, procedural

The following organizational format will be

used forevery specific experience.
1.

Some indication of time will be given for each
The teacher need not rigidly adhereto
experience.
suggested time allotments.

2.

Enabling Objective: This is a sub-objective of the given
It Specifies an expected
terminal objective for the unit.
performance for each learning experience.- Said another
way, it statesa behavioral level the students should'
reach if they ultimately are to achieve a given terminal
A4.
objective.

Time:

3. ,General Procedulve = Following the enabling objective will
be a brief statement pointing out the main events of the
experience.

4

Teacher Initiation and Specific Procedure: This part
informs the teacher with regard to her necessary actions.
In some cases specific statements are given for her use.

5.

To further aid the teacher,
Anticipated Student Response:
Such 'anticipated
student remarks and reactions are shown.
responses should help the teacher understand what to expect
and give additional insight into the developing process.

6.

Special Note: This part relates words of caution oil'
,emphasizes certain roles and actions by the teacher.

J

xxi
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'1.

J

t
7.

Alternative:
For some of the learning experiences,
alternative actions by the teacher and/or students are
suggested.
The teacher may choose to follow the alternative
course if she feels uncomfortable toward the main, given
procedure.

8.

Evaluation:
For some of the learning experiences evaluation
procedures are given.

9.

Materials:
each time.

........'

Teaching aids and materials will be specified
Of

.>
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A

INTRODUCTION-MOTIVATION UNIT
"A DISCUSSION WITHObT THE TEACHER?"
Purposes:
1.

To develop readiness and a need for a process which can
be used to guide behavior in a group setting.

2.

To stimulate desire for the development of this process.

Concepts:

Process, system
Prerequisites:
r

None

Terminal Objectives:
1.

The students can express why they would not be able to
carry aut a given self-directed group activit/

2.

The students can state isolated ideas on now to wieet
the situation so they can be self-directed.

Learning Experiences:
1.

"The Disappearing Playground"

Time:

Forty to sixty minutes
Enabling Objective:
11,

Following A regular kind of teacher led discussion, the
'students will note that they were able to e>;,ress ideas en1
possible solutions' regarding ti-e playground problem.

5-1

4.9

ti

General Procedure:

Given Transparency'SetA, "The Disappearing Playground",
the students react to the situation depicted by the

hA.,.0e---

transparencies.

Teacher Initiation and Specific Procedure:

4

-

The teacher may start this session by showing Transparency
Set A-1, which is a map of an elementary school with a
relatively large playground area.
Explain this to the
students and give them a chance to talk about the kinds
of games which the students, probably play on the grounds.
(i.e. "Do you suppose the students at this school play
football? Which area on the map most likely is where
the children play football?)
Then show Transparencies A-2 and A-3.
Ask the students to
differentiate the transparencies.
Explain that the school
is an experimental school on a col ege campus and that the
college is growing.
Hence; new bu ldings are being constructed
on the playground space, as is sho n in A-2 and A-3.
As
the students begin to respond, us
the fellowing questions
to guide their discussion:
A.

What probleni(s) do you see here?
(Children are
losing their playground spac/. They will all
have to play in a smaller area.
It will be
crowded.)

B.

How do you think the children feel?
the students feel unhappy.)

C.

(Most likely,

,Do you believe they can do anything to help the
situation? What suggestions do you have?
(They
There
may have to.start playing some new games.
will have to be a new sci-edule.
They all can't
play at once.)

In this discussion
for a set of conclusion..

free flow of ideas.
Do nbt press
Let them develop their own ideas.

After students have talked .ilbout the disappearing playground
situation, point out how they were able to discern a, problem
Praise
and express some specific ways of dealing with it.
them for their efforts.

Finally, extend their talk to include how t
feel toward having student directed disc.uss
In other words, "would you, the students,
discussions where there is a minimum of adu
1

ey would
ons and activities.
ke having
t supervisionr"

Anticipated Student Response:

Something like the disappearing playground situation usually
Expect them to
stimulates interest and a good discussion.
have a number of general and speci'f'ic solu ions for helping
the children resolve their situation.
.

Special Note:

Do whatever is possible so-this initial dis ussion will
stimulate interaction and good.feeling.' If this beginning
effort is successful, there will be Vnteres in having
This discussion
additional discussions of a similar nature.
represents a readiness activity.
i

Alternative:

The given discussion on the disappearing pla ground is
You may choose to begin with another topic
not,sacred.
which you believe is more pertinent or of hig er interest
The main caution here is to ch osq something
to the group.
Don't us= a topic
which is not threatening to anyone.
which will inhibit interaction.
Evaluation:
4

None

1`,.

Materials:

(See"Appendix for mastee)

Transparency Set A
2,

"What Should

I

Do?"

Time:

Forty to sixty minutes
Enabling Objective:

Following a regular kind of teacher discussion, th
students can respond positively to the idea of having

21
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similar type discussions direCted by themselves.
General Procedure:
Given a personal concern expressed by Janet in excerpts
from her diary, have students react to the alternatiye
s
tions Janet proposes for dealing with the problem',
This ex.oer'ience is 4l lowed. by asking how well,the discussion
would haVe gone without the teacher present.

Teacher InitiatioAnd Specific Procedure:
Start by asking, "How would you like to read someone's
diary?
have a little 'friend Who keeps a diary,-and like
Most, people who keep diarie-s, she won't let anyone'read
it.
So now is your chance: I have part of a fifth grade
girl's diary, and she is concetTed about something, as you
will see.
Her name is Janet ancLifie attends the school
where there is the disappearing playground. Read the/dtkryN
and let's try to decide what her problem is."
I

Place the picture of Janet where- all can;esee.

Read the diary excerpts as they read them
Ask
lently.
them to determine what the word "disruptive" means as you
read.
Following the teache'r reading, allow a few minutes
for students to reread it or to think about what they have
read.
Then ask the student's to verbalize in their own
words Janet's concern.
(As a class discussion leader,
Janet is having problems with the girl she has been trying
to help.)

Have them respond to Janet's alteirnatives
the concern.
Ask, "How do you feel about
answers to her problem? Which one do you
best for her to use?"
In considering the
have themreread'the' last paragraph of the

for dealing with
Janet's possible
think would be
latter question,
diary.

After students heave discussed Janet's situation, point out
that "we" (students and teacher) have had a discussion during
which the teacher was primarily responsible forgiving
direction and maintaining order.
Ask how different the
discussion might have been had a student beer7selected to
direct it.
Help them recall' how the diary entries indicated
that Janet was leading class dtstilssions without the teacher
involved.
Raise the question, "Could we do the same kind
of thing?"

Give them a chance to begin reacting.and then ask, "What
would have happened if
(the teacher) had selected a
student to lead the discussion and then left the classroom?"
Allow time for them to specul te.
I

22
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Finally, extend their talk to ,include how th y wo ld feel
toward having student directed discussions nd a tivities.
In.other words, "Would you (the students)
ke having
discussions where there is a minimum of adu t supervision?"
1

Anticipated Student Response:

Like the disappearing playground situation Janet's problem
should stimulate interest and a good discu sion,' This
discussion provides 'setting which allows the children
to more easily respondwhen the teacher asks them about
directing their own dilcussions.
Regarding a solution for Janeti most students probably
cifoose either the third or fourth alternatives offered by
Janetjn her diary.
N,

The stude is may act somewhat surprised whey' the teacher
asks questions regarding the idea of self-dire.cted group 7
activities.
y may be a little slow in responding to /'
the question, a
most responses probablywill>lhdicate(
that they would not e able to accompi.ish very much withCrtit
an adult in charge. 'te!,what has happened_ in the_past is
any indicator, they will respond' positively to the idea,of
directing some of their owhNactivitie9i.
Som will be quite
enthusiastic, others more res
ved and cauti us,
("A
discussion without'the teacher
ound?
Does she_x-elITy
mean it?")

Special Note:

N 1

di tor.
In
Throu.ghout the discussion period, act a an
othi
to
other words, keep the stage set so the
Indicate tha
r J net's
ncern
inhibit responsiveness.
there is no answer--you are not hoping they, will all a-rive
N,
at the same conclusion.

This distussion brings "-Students to the begi Ong point of
preparing their own process for group a'ctio 1.

Alternative:
Use your own discretion in choosing ah4her topic for this
As inthe ase or Janet above,
second discustion period.
fashion the discussion so there is sm oth t ansition into
the question of having discussions or group work without
direct.adult supervision.
II

,

'

5-5

Evaluation:

There is no formal evaluan. Thy :tuee'llts shouli achieve
the enabling;objective quri Oh latter part of the
,discussion.
7
Materials:

Individual pictures of Janet and Sara; ditto copies of
JanEt's diary entries.
(See Appendix)

4
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JANET'S DIARY

Thursday, November

1

Dear Diary:'

have been helping Sara a lot lately.
Julie and
Remember that Sara is a new girl and hardly anyone likes
her.
She always comes to :school in 'dirty, wrinkled.
Well, yesterday
clothes and she never brushes her hair.
we brushed her hair during morning break and Mrs. Lessner
Sara seemed
let us use a piece of blue ribbon for a bow.
much happier for awhile.
included her in our jump roping
Today Julie and
She isn't very good yet, but give us time.
exercises.
Maybe then more
We're trying to help her feel happier.
I

I

I

kids

her.

Yours, Janet
'4*

Monday, November 5
Dear Diary:

was elected class
I
'Today was a real special day!
Our
class is going to
discussion leader for one week!
talk about ways of solving our playgrPund problem.
Remember that the university is- constructing new buildings
on our playground, and we now have much less space. .Our
We hope to come up
class decided to discuss the matter.
with some answers to our problem.
During our discussipns Mrs. Lessner will sit"in the
'1
will lead the class in
back of the room and watch.
During
last
month
we
made
up
a
dis'cussing our problem.
list of statements to guide us in our class discUssions.
I

Yours, Janet

Wednesday, November 7
Dear-Diary:

Yesterday we had our first student-led
Almost everyone had
discussion and everything,went perfect.
all, kinds of good ideas fosolving our playground problem.
Today was a little
had no problems keeping order.
different story.
have tried so hard to help, kept making
Sara, who
Usually she is quiet as a
noises and talking out of turn.
Today
she
was
terrible
and
everyone was mad at
mouse.
her for making our discussion less than perfect.
Oh,Nnat a, day!

I

I
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After the discussion she was friendly and wanted to
play with Julie and me.
We let her play because' I don't
want to hurt her feelings.
She can be so sensitive!
/
Maybe'tomorrow she will begood.
Yours, Janet

Thursday November 8
Dear Diary:

Today our discussion went perfect except for--you guessed
it, Sara!
'Oh!
at her
I'm so mad
She is real nice to me
until discussion time.
Then she giggles and says corny
things.
No on laughs and all the other kids want me to throw
her out.
According to our class discussion rules, I can ask a

disruptive student to stand in the hall while we have our
discussion.
Should I do that to Sara?
I'll ,write more tomorrow.
Mother wants me'to go
grocery shopping with her.
Yours, Janet
riday, November 9
Dear Diary:
If has been
Today was my last aay as discussion leader.
The class" has come up with some good ideas for
kind of fun.
We even have some
using what playground space:we have left.
ideas for new games that can be played in small spaces.
Next Monday, Mr. Gibson, our principal, will come to class
and hear our plans.

He has already shown.a lot,of interest in what we have
He said in September that we should come up
been doing.
After all, we are
with a plan foe using the playground.
the ones who play out there.

Mrs. Lessner has complimented us on our groupAiscussion
She said we carried on very well .and shp especially
liked the way in which most students took time to-listen to

method.

others' ideas.
At the 'end of my,last discussion pefiodc, Mrs.
Lessner said
was "super" and the class clapped for me.
For a mouent
thought
was going to cry!
I

I

I

must admit that Sara took a lot of joy away from
my experience as discussion leader.
ven today she was noisy
and disruptiv.e.
After the discus ion period, she was very
nice to me.
Only during the discus on was she a problem. '
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Next timeJulie is leader and Sara probably will treat her
I
can't let her go on being disruptive. So what

the same way.
should I do?

ti

Which of the following ideas is best for me to use?
1.

Ignore Sara from now on.t I Won't be her playmate
anymore.

2.

Jul le and' -I

3.

Tell her that I didn't
Have a long talk with Sara.
appreciate her behavior--that it hurt my feeling's.

4.

Continue helping Sara like we have been and hope
that.she will begin to behave during class discussions.

will offer fri'endship only
good during Class discussions.

I don't
really don't want to hurt or embarrass Sara.
She
said
cCiartt to lose whatever we have accomplished so far.
Maybe
I'll
have
thank you for the first time the other day.
to'be more patient.
I

Yours, Janet

14
27
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3.

"Will 'It Work for Us?"

Time:

Twenty to thirty minutes
Enabling Objective:

The students can die ct questions and concerns and make
statements regardin the teacher's proposal of having
self directed group xperiences.
General Procedure:

In thie part of the introductory Unit, the terminal
objectives are realized.
The teacher dir.ects a short
discussion period in which the children have an opportunity
to ask questions and state their feelings.
Teacher Initiation:

The teacher may start this session by summarizing events
of the previous session.
("We had discussions about the
disappearing playground and Janet's problem with Sara.
Then briefly we made reference to an idea of conducting
discussions and other similar activities with me on the
sidelines.") Then ask if anyonewants to ask questions
or make any further comments regarding the matter.

As the children express queLons and comments (most of
which will be directed to you) point out that it may
become necessary to develop a, way or a sjstem of dealing
with. the issues being raised
Respond dffirmativesly to
suggestions and indicate that such ideas may be incorporated
in the sys4fm or "proces-s".

Anticipated StudentRespone:
The students may respond irk random fashion with a number ca
questions and comments.
Their questions may be like the
follOwingl,
"Who-wifi be leaderf"
"Will we need a leader?"
"What if some kids don't coo0-trate ? "'

"How will we start a distulsion?"

8
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"O

Their comments and remedies :'ay appear as follows:

.

-I,don'r)think a discus ion witnoit you around will
wore'
It All be too noisi, '
"When the cats away, the mice will play."
''I/t watched the Republican hatIonal Convention, and
we could use some cf tneir rules for keeping
sh.

t,

.

have the disruptive kid. stay in

A
a

recess.'

Special Nete:

Allow this discussion to be free flowing.
Do not worry
about closure.
Let this session be a readiness period 'or
the upcoming unit in which the students actJally deo?.loc,
a
process or system for positiie ;roue action.
This
discussion should be of short duration.
Alternative:

Some groups of students may not need this short readiness discussion.
In other words, you may want to move directly from Janet's situation ("What Should I Do?") to Unit Ohe on page 5-12.
Evaluation:

There is no formal evaluation.
The students ;noJli achieve
the terminal objective of the unit Burin; this brief
discussion.
Materials:
None

Ar,
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UNIT ONE

THE DEVELOPMENT OF POLICY STATEMENTS FOR GUIDING POSITIVE
GROUP ACTION

Purposes:
1.

To develop a set of policy statements which will
constitute a process f6Kguiding positive group action.

2.

TO emphasize the importance of individual contributiOs,
to the development of policy statements.

3.

To emphasize the development of humanistic ideas.

Concepts:

Policy Statement,

humanistic idea

Prerequisites:

Hopefully, most of the students will have experienced the
Introduction-Motivation phase of,this program.
Terminal Objective.:

The students, will develop a set of,pplicy statements which
will constitute a pr6cess fo-r Auiding positive group action.

The sub-sets of statements will include (a)_ Conduct of
Leadership, (b) Actual Procedure, and (c) Special Problems
(See sample set of policy statements at
(i.e. discipline).
the end of this Unit.)
Learning Experiences:
1

"What Problem May -)cc,Ir.

Time:

One or two forty minute sessions.
Enabling Objective:

Assuming the idea that they (the students) will be developing
their own system for having discussions and for handling
problems, students can anticipate general problems which may
Some kids
be encountered in performing as a group. i.e.
talking!")
will want to do all the

General Procedure:

Have the students talk about wb
specific problems they
would encounter if there was an attempt to hold a disc'ussion
withRut the teacher present. "T e anticipated problems will.
be 'p- sted onipaper (butcher.pa er) so later reference can
be ma e.

Teacher Irlitiation:

The teacher may start this Se sion by saying, Recently, we
started talking about what would happen if we tried to carry
on or operate as a group wit out me (the teacher) in the
classroom.
Several of you indicated that we would have problems.
Today I'm wondering if we c n make a list of the problems we
could have.
Think for a mi ute or two and then we'll make a
list on the board."

Anticipated Student Respon es:
Most likely, the students
ill have little difficulty thinking
of what might go wrong if the teacher was voluntarily absent
from a general discussion.
At the end of,the period, their
list may contain items su h as the following:
:Everyone would talk a once.
Sopt kids would do n thing except act silly.
Some students would
pend all tne time arguing.
We would have no lea er to keep order.,
We would be apt to winder off the topic we were
supposed to disc ss.
How do we choose a leader?
)

Special Note:

At this point you play
very important role!
During this
policy development stage, remain as discussion leader. Act
as a model leader, and las a result, students may learn some
ideas regarding leadership from \you.
Let the ideas come from the children!
Try very hand not to
foist your ideas.
There may be a problem you want to add to
their list; however, the children may not view your notion
as a problem.
Their list does not have to be complete from
the-start.
In thenxt few days they may volunteer additional
problems.
They may gain ipsight into potential problem
situations as this unit iOdeveloping.
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.Help them be specific in stating their problems.
For example,
in response to the question of what will happen, a child
could say, "There would be mass chaos:" In order to get
students to a level where they can effectively deal with the
problem, you may ask the student to identify exactly what
would be causing the mass chaos.
Alternative:

Present a part,ial list of problems which the students may
encounter.
Allow them to gain ownership of the list by
adding or subtrA-ting ideas.
Itti§,important that they
feel the list is their own.
They will not become involved
in dealing with an issue if there is feelifil that it
doesn't really constitute a problem.
Evaluation:

Did students achieve the enabling objective?
formal evaluation.

There is no

Materials:

Butcher paper or any other large pieces of paper on which
ideas can be listed.
Learning, Experiences -:

2. "What Are Your Ideas for Overcoming Anticipated Problems?"

Time:

One or two foiqy minute sessions.
Enabling Objective:

The students can suggest ways of overcoming each anticipated
For example, in order to keep a few students from
problem.
dominating discussion, the children might make suwestions
No student can talk for'ebre than
(a)
like the following:
During a class discdCgion, no
three minutes at a time; (b)
student can stand up and talk more than a total of three
The leader can order a student to be quiet if
times; (c)
that person is talking too much; and (d) the leader should
not call on someone who has been talking too much.

32
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General Procedure:

With the teacher serving as a discussion leader, 'have' students
seek means of overcoming each of the problems they have listed.
Every suggestion is recorded for later reference.
Teacher Initiation:

The teacher may start this session by saying, "Today, let's
begin to see if we can invent ways of eliminating the problems
which may occur during our student led discussions.
In
other words, let's try to .avoid having the problems.
We'll
take each listed problem and think of ideas which can help
us avoid having that problem. 'Start with thii
Anticipated Student Response:

For some of the problems, students willhave many idea's for
solving them.
In some cases, they may not vet Wave enough'
background to suggest ideas.
{A comment below will attempt
to deal with tbis matter regarding lack of:background.)
Do not be surprised if their. suggestions include many
demeaning or punitive means of dealing withissues. For
example, in dealing with the potential problem of the
trouble making child, their suggestions may run as follows:
(a) Make him (the unruly ttudent) do ten. push-Ups every
,time he gets out of hand; (b) The trouble makers shouldohave
to stay in at recess time; (c) The'teacher should..be called
back to the classroom to punish them (the troubleirtakers);
and (d) Don't let the.troublesome'studerit participate in
future led discussions.
Special Note:

As indicated earlier, you will remain discussion leader
Your role as a democratic leader
throughout this unit.
is imperative.

As much as is possible, place the thinking on their shoulders.
They will begih to believe that the development of the entire
process is their endeavor and not something the teacher is
forcing on them.
If the teacher continually interrupts with
criticisms or is always foisting ideas ("Don't. you think it
would be better if..."), the students are forced into
playing the game of trying to guess what the teacher wants
Resignation will set in and enthusiasm will decli-ne
said.
rapidly.
If you continually encourage them to state their
own ideas, they may begin to believe their contributions
are important--one of the goals of ,this unit.
nv)

Ot)
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It may, on occasion, be approrpiate for the teacher to make
If the
a suggestion with regard to proposed procedure.
students can not think of a way to solve an anticipated
The important thing
problem, you might give them an idea.
to remember is that your idea should not necessarily
The children may choose to
receive extra consideration.
reject the idea as they build and refine the process. For
example, the children may not know what can be done when
there is a tie vote regarding some decision which needs to
You suggest that in such cases the leader normally
be made.
Later they may vote to accept your
votes to break a tie.
idea as one of their policy statements.
Alternative:

Break the class into five or six groups, depending on the
size of the total number of children. Have ea -di group
contribute at least two solutions'for each of the anticipated
Then meet as a large group and bring their ideas
problems.
Let them rewrite some ideas in order to eliminate
together.
duplication.
Evaluation:

Before moving on to etarning Experience 3, students should
achieve, the enabling objective of the unit.
Materials:

Butcher paper or any other large pieces of paper on which ideas
can be listed.
Learning Experience:
3.

"Which Ideas Arc Most Humislic?"

Time:

,

One forty or fifty minute session.
Enabling Objective:
4'

The students identify those suggested statements which
are most humanistic - - those' which ultimately will not
insult or embarrass anyone and which favor good feelings.
For example, in the above case .#2 Enabling Objective,
they may decide'that 9" idea is least offensive.

34
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General Procedure:

With the teacher as discussion leader, the studentt begin
to narrow their above list of ideas into a useful,set of
policy statements.
The, children reduce their list of
ideas by choosing /41ps,e which will not be offensive ar
punitive.
They
ill try to reject those statements which
tend to embarra s an individual b.r make him feel less good
about himself.
Teacher Initiatio

The teacher might begin with; "Let's go ahead and narrow
our list of ideas for solving potential problems by
choosing-thb-se ideas which are most 'humanistic':' In
v
other words, let's try to eliminate themegative state.thents.
We'll accept those -which will not lead to the embarrecsment
of a person/ Our'discussion procedure may not work too
well if people quickly get their feelings hurt or become
angry.. We're going to try reducing-our list to a useful
set of "policy statements."
Help them recall the case of Janet and Sara.
trying to -act in a humanit3A-c manner.
to hurt ox-emb'orrassSrafa.

Janet wa's

Siledtdm't want.

At this point the teacher can say pral a policy statement
is'a phrase or sentence which specifies action to be taken
or tells how an individual or group should act or behave
in certain circumstances.
In other words, a policy
statement indicates an expected level of behavior or
action.
(i.e. during a student led discussion,
a student
should receive recognition from the leader before he
starts talking before the group.)
The teacher can
further explain the_concept of policy statement as
the students begin to refine their original id,eas.

Anticipated Student Response:

The student response to the teacher's directive may
turn into a lively, interesting discussion, one which will
gfve them additional readiness for their own later
As they work, there probably,wfll be much
discussions.
spontaneous, short term role play.
A student may decide
that a statement is demeaning when he momentarily plays
the roles of one .who is the 'ecipient of a proposed action..
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(i.e. "I'm not sure I'd like to wear a dunce cap at any
Accepting some items may require a vote.
In
some cases, they will have to revise or rewrite ideas
so there will not be a demeaning or punitive element.

time)

Special' Note:

During this phase of the unit,
the teacher's role
appears to be a,little more directed in that you are
asking the students to choose 'certain ideas from their
list.
You also introduce the thought that their discussion procedure will be less effective if anger and hurt
feelings seem,to,.be,the_main outcomes of, any discussion..
The students probably will have -no difficulty accepting
this notion, especially if the teacher then allows them
to decide which ideas are best.

Alternative:

Wave a committee of six students gather and choose the,
ideas which they believe are most humanistic.
The
committee then will report to the class.
Their classmates can react to the work of the committee and make
further changes according to,majority rule.

Evaluation:

None' other, than a check to see if they have achieved the
:
enabling objective.

Materials:

Butcher paper or any other large` pieces of paper on which
their humanistic ideas can be posted.
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Learning Experiences:

0.-.' "Let's Build in Additional Order!"

Time:

One or two thirty minute sessions.
Enabling Objective:

Students divide the suggested statements into three groups:
(a)
those which relate to the conduct of leadership, (b)
those which relate to the general procedure of conductim
group action, and (c), those which relate to any special problems.
s' 'General Procedure:.

The teacher places the following three headings on the blackboard:
(1.) Conduct of Leadership Policy Statements, (2) General
Procedure Policy Statements, and (3) Policy Statements for
Have the students categorize their ideas
Special Issues.
according to the above headings.
Teacher Initiation:

The teacher may start this session by saying, "Let's try to
bring additional order to our long list of ideas which we
have invented for guiding discussions. Categorizing our ideas
'will will give us better organization, and we'll be able to
It will be easier for us to
make quicker reference to ideas.
pinpoint where we are having difficulty. Let's take our
ideas and categorize or group them according to the headings
placed on the, board."

Anticipated Student Response:
Moit likely the students immediately will begin the grouping
process. They will begin to ask questions and to argue as the
There probably will be confusion with regard
period progresses.
to how some policy statements should be classified. They may
settle their debates through use of the vote.
For
During this session, new ideas may emerge and be added.
require
a
example, a policy statement in one category may
parallel or related statement in a second category. Extra
time may be necessary for discussing and writinglthe new
statements'.

.
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Special Note:

Placing ideas in the three categories is n
"cut any dried"
process, so to speak.
Student decisions as
where a specific
idea belongs may be an arbitrary one.
nt to help them
You may
realize th t their decisions do not have to be fi 1, they
will have ) he right to initiate change later.
You will note that it is the teacher who places the three
category headings on the board. Why not allow the student
the task of thinking of proper headings? You can do this si
they have done much of their own thinking to date and are
anxious to put the process into operation.
Don't let them
t"
get bogged down at this point.
,

If students insist on developing their own categoric §is it
may be wise to allow them the time and encouragementlio do
so. ("Okay then, which ideas go togIther?"),'
,,

.

r

Alternative:

Break the class into five or six groups.
Have each group
categorize the class listof ideas. Then meet as a large
group for making final decisions as to where each idea shojpld
belong.

Evaluation:

None other than a check tosee if they achieved the enabling
objective.
Materials:

Butcher paper or any other large pieces of paper on which
ideas can be listed.
ie First Finale"

Time:

One thirty to forty minute session.
Enabling Objective:

StudentS further refine the statements so they will stand as
At the
humanistic policy statements for guiding group action.
end of the period, then, the Terminal Objective for this unit
should be realized.

38
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General Procedure:

Have the students take another look at their policy statements
before they begin applying the process.
In this final phase
of the unit, the students should have time to make last minute
changes or refinements. They can attempt to make their statements more specific and humanistic.
Teacher Initiation:

The teacher may start this session by saying, "Today, let's sit
back and take a good look at our policy statements.
Perhaps
then we can see where any additional refin ments may neea to
be made."
Pause and then add, "Maybe you h
e had an idea n
your mind regarding change or improvemeRt. N
good
time to tell us about it.
Allow them 'a few minutes to talk
among themselves.
Remain as discussion leader through this
session.'
Anticipated Student Response:

eriod may begin slowly and increase in tempo as time
This period
Some debate will occur as groups or individuals
progresses.
This period
oppose'each other regalding proposed revisions.
can be especially valuable in that students may discover
At
ambiguities or otherwise weak and meaningless statements.
the'same time, it will be possible for them to make a statement
more humanistic.
Special Note:
Many
Do not be surprised if the students make few changes.
may,feel very comfortable with what they have produced.

During this last session, they already will be applying some
For example, they undoubtedly
of their policy statements.
will use a majority vote to decide whether or not an' idea should
Some may become quite excited when they
be incorporated.
discover that certain policy statements are already being,
activated.
Alternative:

The teacher and students may feel they have a satisfactory
set of policy statements at the end of the fourth learning°
experience above.

ontJ
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Evaluation:

This final session should lead directly to the terminal objective
'of the unit, the first part of whicn is restated here:,,
The students will develop a set of policy statements
Which will constitute a process for guiding positive
group action.
Figure 1 below represents a set of poli"cy statements developed
by one group of intermediate level students.
'Materials:
.

.

A ditto master containing their final set of policy statements
should be made following this last session.
Figure 1. Sample Set p(f Policy Statements
A.

Conduct of Leadership Policy Statements
A leader does the following:
1.

Calls the class to order.

2.

Tells the purpose, of the discussion which is to follow.

3:

Gives special directions which may be necessary for
certain group activities during th'e discussion.

4.

Remains fair and courteous to everyone.

5.

Allows everyone to speak their viewpoint.

6.

Helps the group stay with the topic being discussed.

7.

When necessary, selects one or more secretaries to
record ideas.

8.

Votes to break a tie.

4

9.

Calls for breaks.

(See Policy Sttements for Special

- fssues. )

10.

Calls for oridtr if the classroom becomes too noisy.

11.

Ends argument when he decides that it is not helping
the group.

12.

Takes action with disruptive students.
Statements for Special Issues.),
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(See Policy

B.

General Procedure Policy Statements
1.

In selecting a leader for-a dicusssion, the leader
of the previous discussion will act as chairman for
directing the nomination and election of that leader.

2.

Only three to five people can.be nominated for leader.
Then someone.must move to- close nominations.
.

3.

In voting for a leader, a secret ballot will beused.
To save time, a "heads down:' procedure can be used.

4..

No student can be .a4disciission leader two times in a

,

row.

C..

5.

During discussion, raise your hand if you w'i'sh

6.

Wait for recognition before you speak.

7.

Lower your hand when someone else is talking..

8.

There will bean "I" and "Nay" vote procddure except
when voting for a discussion leader.

9.

A house vote can bd.called b'y a student'if he.can't
distin- guish any difference between the "I" and ,"Nay"
votes.
When a house vote is called, students will
revote by raising their hands.

10.

Avoid being impolite when sbmeone states an idea you
don't like.

to speak:

Special Issue Policy Statements
1.

Help maintain 'order by not shouting "I" or. "Nay"
during a vote.

*2.

There can be a break dUring heated discussions. There
is to be no disZussion of the topic during the break.

3.

Students who purposely disrupt the class will be asked
to report to the teacher.

4.

Students who are, always disruptiv.ewill not be allowed
to participate in student lead group activities.
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UNIT TWO

THE BEGINNING APPLICATION OF THE POLICY STATEMENTS
1.

Purposes:
1.

To apply and to test theil' process in dealing with a
hypothetical problem.

2.

To stimulate free expression and creativity.

3.

To stimulate students in encouraging others and in
accepting their contributions.

4.

To further develop the concept of humanism.

Concepts:

Testing the process

,

Prerequisites:

Each student should have a basic understanding of.the overall
purpose of the policy statements:
Terminal Objectives:
1.

Given the hypothetical situation of a teenage boy,
Max, whose life has been disrupted, students can
react positively or negatively to courses of action
which are presented for helping the boy.
Specifically, they may accept one course of action or
may dexide that none of the given., courses will.be
helpful.

2.

The Students can develop a positive, humanIstic living
situation for Max and others with similar problems.
.

3.

r

Given the following application level experiences,
students can describe developing strengthS and
ess for guiding group
weaknesses of their pr
action.
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Learning Experiences:
e
I.

"Where Should Max Live?"

Note:

In order to better understand the following lesson
plan, tnejeacher first should read The Story of Max" which
immPdiate.Ty follows thiS specific learning experience.
Time:

One forty-five to sixty minute session.
Enabling Objective:

Given the situation of Max, the students can react positively
to one,or negatively tp all of the living situations presented
for helping the boy.
General Procedure:
A.

A studen't.leader is chosen.

B.

The teacher briefs the leader on Ahe upcoMing discussion
while his classmates review their newly completed policy
statements.
(The teacher may deem this step unnecessary.)

C.

The slide-tape presentation of
given.

'The story of Max" is
It should be 'played twice.
Each time stop the

presentation after the list of possible living conditions
are given.
D.

The leader asks the students to react regarding the list
of passible living situations for Max. He may say, "Okay,
we have heard the story about Max. Now thaX Max cannot
stay in-the half-way house, we have to think about finding
him another nlare to live.
How do you feel about each one,
of the ideas listed here?"
The Leather may help the leader emphasize that the students
are to respond regarding the given living situations; they
are not to develop ideas of their own--that opportunity
comese.during Learning Experlence.#2 of this unit.
Phe list of possible living situations is shown
Once the slide-tape presentation is completed,
on a slide.
the teacher or leader may give a ditto handout containing
Or the teacher may list the
.this same list of ideas.
.. ideas 'on the blackboard and reveal them just before the
Otherwise,,the slide will have to
leader begins talking.
remain on the screen so the students can have ready
reference to the ideas, and they will have their first
Note:
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Application discussion in a darkened room
E.

After about twenty -five or thirty minutes of student
reaction time, the leader should press for closure
regarding the living situations.
That is, he should
ask his classmates to accept one of the living
situations or reject all Of them as being'unsatisfactory.

F.

Play "An Interview With Bull Jackson." This part of the
tape immediately follows the story of Max, In the
interview,Bull reacts to the proposed living-situations.
For a few. minutes the students may want to discuss Bull
Jackson's views.

G

During the last ten minutes, the teacher assumes leadership
and conducts a brief wrap-up' with regard to the previous
student-led.discussion.
At this time the students can
discuss the good points and possible problems' related to
their process.

Teacher Initiation:
One may start with, "Okay, let's have a student-led discussi;bn!
We are going to tegin'testing our process! Will it work?
Let me start the ball rolling by callingifor nominations for
a leader."

Anticipated Student Response:

The story of Max should be of interest to most all of the
His situation may
children, even though Max is older%
remind them.of some show or program which they have seen
on television.
--A
4.1$

blt living
When they begin reacting to the list of pos
situations, their comments and suggestions may sound gross
Only after the discussion .over
or reflect little thought.
along will students begin to snow more reasoning and
Expect
reflection regarding points ade in the story.
some argument and calls for voting.

is conceivable that t e stuoents eventually will reject all
..ant to -rake suggestions of their
the i:eas given an.t tej vl
The leader may nave to remind them that the
own for Max.
next discussion will cbntain time for proposing other living
situat Cns.
It

Otherwise the leaderA role shoJld not be a' complex one. He
Probably will spend most of his time calling on classpates.
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Special Note:

Stay in the classroom during the discussion; however, try
to remain fairly inconspicuous.
Appear relaxed.
They will
lose confidence if you keep stepping into the discussion
and/or look tense and disturbed.
During the main discussion
your contributions may be more in terms of giving additional
meaning to concepts given in the story.
For example, a
child may ask, "What's a state hospital?"
The students may be very intrigued with Bull Jackson's
comments.
He will raise some doubts toward any of the living
situationsthey have selected.
In fact, Bull may easily
sway them because he comes across as an admirable character.
You may need to help them realize that Bull's view is not
necessarily the way things should be, although there may
be a great deal of wisdom reflected in his comments.
In the wrap-up. session, emphasize the positive aspects of
their discussion.
Let them tell what they liked about the
discussion.
Then spend a few minutes talking about possible
weaknesses in their process.

AlternatiNe.

You may want to have a different topic for discussion.
If
so, try not to make it complicated or too lengthy. At this
point, it may be wise to stay away from an emotional type
classroom problem or a controversial issue. Keep it light
and simple.
.t*
Evaluation;

At the end of this session, students should have'ac'hieved
the enabling objectie `or Le-arning Experience tl.
Materials

The slide-tape cre',entaton,
The Story of 41ax"; possibly
a ditto containing tne list of living conditions propos -ed
in the story (see 'tote under GenT.ral .Procedure above).

..,
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THE STORY OF MAX

The boy you see in the picture is Max.
name is Perry.
I

Max is 'seventeen years old.

suppose now you want to know what grade he is in and

which school he attends.
.

His dog's

Yo'u probably want to find out where

he lives -and how he spends his spare time.

Well, Max does not go to school.
school during the eighth grade.

He quit attending

Right now he has no intention

of ever going back.

Max'does not live at home with his parents.

For the last

year or so he has lived in a half-way house near the downtown
area.

He lives here with a group of men, most of whom are

older.

The men are lodged here for a variety of reasons; however,
most all of them would have no other place to li"ve if the'
house ever closed.

Most of the men do not haVe A regular

job and many of them have a drinking problem.

The half-way

house draws support from community.charity and it provides.'
.

necessary shelter for those who are unable to 'care for.
themselves.

Max gets along quite well with most of the menin the
-louse.

He enjoys' talking with them when he is -n't Working

part time for an electrical contractor or riding his new ten.

speed bicycle.

At other times he watchet, television, often

fo'r houri at a time.

Sometimes Max likes "to

s it

on the

V

%

front.steps and dOnothing.

,10
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So now you want to ask:

(1) Why did Max quit school?

(2) Why isn't he living with his parents?

and (3) Why

doesn't he choose a place to live where there are more people
his own age?

Let's see if we can find answers to the questions.

Max did like school.

He got along fairly well with most

of his teachers and fellow students.

But during the seventh

grade everything started working against him.

His parents had always been heavy drinkers; only that
year the situation became very bad.

Max's father was fired

far being drunk on the job and he was unable to secure any
other work.
money.

Shortly the family began living on welfare

Unfortunately much of that money was used

his parent's drinking habit.

to support

There was little left over

for

food, clothing or fuel.

That winter was a hard one for Max.

How could he study

when he was cold and hungry? .He became self-constious about
his ragged dress and began avoiding his

.1as,,,mates.

He

started working at odd jobs in order ;0 have 'Sume money.

It wasn't lbng then before he began missing school in order
.

to told jogs.

.

Connquently ne fell benind: in his"school

work.
.

Max's excessive absence record eras called to the attention
of

a

local public.nealth agency.

They investigated the

situation and tried. to help:

Mdx was.placed in a foster hoille.where he lived with a
.

2'

family which included three childreh°yoariger than himself.
F

.The agency gave him an allowance each, week

.17
e
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he Could have

some spending money and wouldn't have to work.,

Max started back to school again but found that he couldn't
concentrate, that he had too many other things on his mind.
Unfortunately he also could not get along with his foster
parents.

One Saturday an argum

Max fled.

t erupted into a fight and

He became a, runaway, living as'best he could.

For several years Max wander_ed about, working here and
there.

It was a tough existence, but he quickly learned how

to survive.

Several times, in hopes of easing the pajn of

cold and hunger, Max would share a bottle of wine or whiskey
with anyone who might be traveling with him.
`One night an '.older fellow who had befriended Max took

him to the half-way house.

The house manager, Bull Jackson,

realized that Max was tired and ill and in need of help.

Bull Jackson understood the boy's problem because he too had
been'a runaway and had led a life filled with hard luck .and
hardship.

Max has recovered from his illness and 'really, doesn't

want to run away again.
remain independent.

But at the same time he wants to

In spite of his age, Max believes himself

to be a man, not a teenage boy.

woks says that Max is-a

The electrician for whom he

darn good man:"

From now on Max

has,said that he does not intend to be pushedaround.
.

The tOuse "lanager is worried-about Max.

He wonders what

will happento him.. Recently,he received word that'Max must
leave the half-ilay house as soon as, another place -for him to

stay is located.

48
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-Officials who.operate the half-way house feel that Ma
Mai''

is.too young and that the older men are having an,unfavorable
influence.on him.

"Perhaps they are right," ponders Bull

Y

Jackson.

No matter how many efforts are made to stop it,

liquor still gets into the house.

At least once a week some

of the men sneak a bottle or two into' their rooms, and
.

occasionally t y have invited Max to join'them.

,

These same

me encourage Max to "take life, easy and live it up.."

Bull

Jackson and other house officials can be arrested if law
enforcement officers catch a minor like Max drinking in or
around the house.

.

Following is a list of possiblb living situations for Max:
(1)

send him back to live with his parents;

(2)

insist that he be able to stay atthe half-way
house, and then keep a close watch so The won't
drink with *..,he older men;

6

As

a

(3)-

pla,ce him in a foster home;

(4)

find him a full-time job so he can have his own
apartment;

(5)

place Max in a state hospital until ne is
eighteen and Chen let him go.

a class, choose which plan you.like the most.

Your

class may decide that none of the plans are satisfactory for
.

,

Max.

Be able to.explain any decision awhich is made., Then.

listen to what Bull Jackson has to say.about the c-hoices.
.

/

'in
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AN INTERVIEW WITH BULL JACKSON

'Interviewer:

Bull Jackson:
Interviewer:
'Bull Jackson:

Interviewer:

"Er-up, Mr. Jackson
Bull Jackson, may I
have a few minutes with you regarding Max?"
"Yeah!

Whadya wanta know?"

"Do you think Max should go to the high school?"
"Naw!
Wouldn't
doesn't wanta go
get along okay.
ain't gonna help

do him any good'
Besides, he
back.
He's too old--he can
What they teach over there
him be an electrician!"

"Have officials thought about sending him back,
to live with his parents?"

Bull Jackson: "We don't even knoW where they are
If we did
send him back, he'd probably become an alcoholic
like them."

Interviewer: -"How about placing him in a foster home?"
Bull Jackson: "He'll just run-away!
Max ain't a little boy
anymore!
He comes and goes as he wants.
_don't know any family that could keep him.'
I

Interviewer:

"Should he be placed in a state ho4ital?"

Bull Jackson: "Good grief, what will those tdiots think of
That's like lockin him up in a.prison;
next!
He'll run off the,minute any att6ndent looks.
the other way.
He ain't done nuthin wrong,
414- but he will Sf anyone tries lotkin him up."
Interyiewer4." "What about a job for Max?"

Bull Jackson: "Until he's eighteen, Maxxan-'t work full time
for. anybbdy. 'Besides he needs more training
Until
before he cdn get a-decent paying job.
he gets a decent paying job he .won't earn
enough money to, run his own_household.
"kobody'in their right mind is gonna rent him
So he'd wind up livin in some
a good place.
First thing
dump in the wrong end'o town.
He still
ya know he'd start runnin around.
needs some kind o guidance. He's not a,b-oy,
but he ain't quite a man" yet, either."
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Interviewer:

"Can he stay at the half -way, house ?"

Bull Jackson: "I'd luv to have him stay; .but as you know,
I'm ba-r -e-1 -y holdin my own here. .If these guys

gonna take
don't shape up pretty quick,
As I said, he needs someone who can give
off:
him some good stable guidance:"

"So you don't think any of the postible living
situations would be satisfactory."

Interviewer:

gotta stay
Hey look, I gotta go!
Bull Jackson: "Naw:
pretty close to that joint or those guys will
accidentally burn it down:"
I

)
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2.

"Where Should They Live?"
In order to better understand -the following lesson
plan, the teacher first should read "Max Is Not Alone"
Note:

which immediately follows this specific learning experien-cie.

Time:

At least one forty-five to sixty minute session.
sessions of equal length- may be necessary.

Additional

Enabling Objective:

Given additional case studies of youths like Max, the students
Can develop a living situation for them.
The situation may be
one of their own creation or it may be the further development
of one which is presented.
At the end of the session(s), the students can express possible
strengths and weaknesses of their process for student -led.
discussions.
General Procedure,:
A.

(Their
If necessary, a new student leader is selected.
policy will dictate whether or not a new leader is
necessary.)

&

The teacher briefs the new leader regarding the upcoming
(Again, this step may be optional.)
discussion.

C.

The slide-tape preentationof "Max Is Not Alone" is
The tape also includes
It should be played twice.
additional directions for the discussion to follow.
given.

D.

He
The leader repeats the.diyections for the Students.
then offers them time for (1) refining an idea given in
the previous discussion, or (2)ikpressing their solutions
to the,, problem of finding positive living situations for
The
the homeless teenagers, or (3) pursuing Max's idea.
students will choose one of thelthree options-

smates may immediately decide that Max's half=way
a good one; hence, the leader's task is then'one
ping them decide the specific nature of such houses.
of'h
In eveloping, specific nature, they can use the'list, of
Oynative ideas given at the conclusion of the slidea
api'presentapon.
His cl
hou'se

s

In the 1/.st4,-ten min

ship and engages s

es the teacheragain'assumes leaderdents in identifying the good points.
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and the emerging"problems of their process.
Teacher Initiation:

Start by saying, "We need to settle this issue of finding
decent housing for Max.
There may be others in addition to
Max who need housing.
So let's have a discussion:
Anticipated Student Response:

4

Most likely the students will be interested in discussion
Max's half-way house idea as a mean&-of providing suitable
living for the above youths.
They may nOt have enough background to develop a full idea of their own.
Still, the
option of planning their own alternative should be there.
It is.posisible for them to have a base idea which they can
combine with Max's half-way house notion.
In the previous diScussion they may have accepted one of the
five ideas given.
At the same time, there may be negative
feelings, toward Bull' Jackson's- comments; hence, this second
discussion' may be devoted to the elaboration and refinem&nt
elected earlier.
.at ide
'of
gardlei of direction they choose, there should be a great,
eal of 1,,nyolvement and interaction.

/

Special-Notes:

I

The primary. purpose of the discussions regarding Max and his
fr ends.is to give the students something to discuss so they
an test their process. The content of the discutsions is a
means toward an end--that of developing a high level process
or group action. So do not be alarmed if the children make
choices or plans with which you could not agree. No ane like
Max or the otheryouths will have to bear the consequences of
their decisions.

./

.

,

.

At the same time,' however, the circumstances of the teenagers
is designed to stretch the children's experience and imaginatidn.
This strategy is based
Max is a pseudo name for a real youth.
Straight
forward answers for
on reality seen by the writer.
such circumstances prove to-'be elusive; hence., the strategy is
not designed to encourage strict, convergent6type thinning:
Hopefully, the students will become more aware of a societal
problem And will begin seeking additional inforMation and
,
thinking regarding it.
.
r' n

00
ti
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If the students choose to further develop Max's idea of a
half-way hpuse, there is apt to be considerable discussion and
debate in selecting ideas as to the specific nature of such
houses.
Regarding the given list,' no one idea serves as a
right answer, and the ideas are grouped so students will need
to make choices or devise alternatives on their own. Undoubtedly
many more ideas could be listed; however, the writer tried to
include those which might be more easily dealt with by fifth
grade students.
Since the discussion topic may extend over several periods,
the question of change in leadership may arise.
A child may
ask, "Do we keep the same leader until the discussion topic
changes or do we have a new leader each time we meet?" Your
group already may have anticipated this issue, and hence,
developed an appropriate policy. statement.
If not, perhaps
there is need to deal with this issue almost immediately.
Here maybe a natural ttpic for another student led discussion.
Alternative:

None is suggested if you followed the first experience of

4

this unit.

Evaluation:

.

At the end of
discussion period(s), the students should
have achieved the enabling objectives for Learning Experience
#2.
If the students achieve the said objectives, they also
will have achieved the latter two terminal objectives of the
unit.

:Materials:

The slide tape, presentation, "Max Is Not Al ne"; possibly a
ditto containing' the sets of ideas'the stu nts may use in
°deciding the specific nature of Max's---41 -way houses.
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MAX IS NOT ALONE!

Recently yo'u all heard the stet:), of Max, a boy -who became

a victimof alcohol Abu's'e.
-.---future.

We left Max wittAAuncertain.

Perhaps today we can solve his 'problem of finding a

good living sityation.

But first you should know that he is not the only teenager
in the city with problems of this nature.
Let's meet a few of these individuals.

There are others.

All of them soon will

be seeking better living conditions.
Here is Brenda.

She is fifteen and has not lived with

her parents or relatives for two years.

Like Max, she became

a runaway after seeing her parents become alcoholics.
is not interested in attending regular school.

has been arrested twice for drug abuse.

Brenda

This girl

She is living in

a half-way house with older women suffering froM various
forms of mental illness.

She wants to be with more people

of hen own age.
Meet' Patricia.

She is fourteen and currently is being

held in a ward for mental patients at a local hospjtal.
Doctors say she is okay, but health officials want to.keep
her here until they can find the right place for her to stay.
Again,this

is

a case where a family was broken up by

excessive drinking.
have not be

Attempts to place her in foster homes

successful.

Patricia. became ill

The last time she ran away,

from drug abuse.

adOtted to this hospital.
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That is why she was

Just call him Sam.

He looks like a real nice fellow, and,

most of the time he gets along quite well with most everyone.
But Sam, who is fifteen, has been arrested several times for"disorderly conduct and for disturbing th'e peace.

These

arrests'followed times, when Sam Thad been on a dririking spree

with his father

who is an alcoholic.

Health officials are preparing to place his father-in a
hospital.

Sam's mother is gone and relatives are not----

intereSted in caring for bim.

He attends school some of the

time, and works part-time in a pizza parldr.
Darlene is sixteen.

discuss her past.

She is a runaway and refuses to

She says that th'e' past doesn't really

matter now--that we all should be thinking of the 'future.
Lately Darlene has been trying to fiend a good job.

S.he

is disappointed because low-wage, part-time work is all that
can be found.

She has been living in'a boarding house with several
other girls who are two or three years older.

Darlene is

behind in her rent and the owner has asked her to find
someplace else to live.

At Nast t.eity

ortc.c:',E-7, could be given; however, they

are much like the cases here.

For the most part, they are

boys and girls who.have become victims of alcohol and/or
drug abusi.

. They have been on -the ,run 44n

most have faced

arrest.

Their future remains uncertain.

There is no stable place'

for them to,live, and they aretoo young and Untrained for
holding full-iirrie, high paying jobs.
5-40
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Where should they live?

Perhaps that question should be

answered first because nearly all of the teenagers need
shelter now.

In the discussion which follows, your class

may wish to refine one pf the living situations given in
the last discussion, even though Bull Jackson doesn't much
care for any one of them.

Would the class like to, express

any other possible soultions?

.

That is, can you think of any

other kind of living situation which

will meet the needs of

these individuals?
Pause

Remember that any living situation you propose should be
carefully designed.

Your plan should be humanistic.

That is,

the teenagers should not be placed in a situation where they
feel less good about themselves.

The living conditions should

be arranged so they develop good attitudes toward themselves
and others.

They, probably all will. run away again if your

plan does riot help each one of them feel better about himself.
If 'you can't think of any. living si,tu'ation, perhaos your

discussion,can be devoted to aeveloping .am idea from Max.

Not

long ago he su§gesed that half-way houses be established for
young people such as-himself.
and one for girls.

The -e could be a house'for boys

The hpus.es selected for living could -be

large, older homes such as those pictures here.

There are

many such homesnear,downtown and owners are willing to rent
them.

Max came up with hi.s idea while riding around, on his

bicycle.

5741
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What should the'half-way houses'be.like?

If you like

Max's idea and want to discuss-ft further, then your class
needs 'to decide what the houses should be like.

From the ideas given here, select those 'which your class

thinks will make thebest housies.

,f
1.

A.

Within each house (boys and girl) two or more
persons should share a bedroom,

B.

Each person should have a bedroom of his own.

A.

People like Bull Jackson should be hired to live.
in and manage each of the houses,

B.

A family with children should be left in charge of
(They would live in one part of the
each house.

or

2.

or

house.)
or

3.

C.

Counselors who have worked with teenagers should
hired to live in the houses.
be

A.

Within each house there should be a buddy system
whereby every person has a partner who is always,
nearby to help
or
Each person should be given the chance to operate
individually or without a partner.

B.

4

A.

Use money from United Good Neighbor or Community
Chest to pay all costs of oper'ating the houses.
That way the houses could be free and open to any
young person who needs shelter,
or

B:

Ip order to qualify for living in the houses, each
teenager should have a part-time or. full-time job or
be receiving money 'from some agency for job training.
(There are several city and federal government offices

;8
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which pay people while, they are.learning a skill
or trade.) That way eachteenager could pay rent
.which could'then be used to help pay the cost of

-

operating the houses:

5

A.

Any. occupant of a house should be able to stay for.
any period of time he wishes. That Is, he may stay,
for one day, one week or whatever,
.

or
B.

6.

A.

Any person able to live in.the houses, shuld agree
to live there for at least twomOntbs.

Sincd most of the teenagers have been in trouble,
there should be a very strictcheck-in and rheCk7
wit system.
Except for an emergency, they cannot
'leave a house after 10 p.m.
.

B.

,

or

Anyone shuid be-Able ta'come amd go As they

wis h*.

in fact may stavout all nfighi-if n'ecestary,-.
..4

,7.

A.

Hire a custodian for each house,,

B.

The occupants should *act as custodians.

or

8.

.

In each houte there should be at least one recreation
room,
or

B.

9.

Provide

television set for each house and.al)ow the
teenagers to Seek other entertainment elsewhere.

Selectnd develop 'other ideas of your own or change some
of the above ideas asyou see fit.

As YOu develop the houses in which the boys and girls will
live, try to remember that the most helpful situations are.

those where they begin to feel better about themselves and
others',

/
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UNIT THREE..

.

THE CONTINUED A?PLICATION'OPTHE POLICY' STATEMENTS
44'

,

.

Purposes:
4

I.."

TO apply and to 'test their
decision.

2.

To stimulate free .expression and creativity'.

3.,

To stimulate students in encouraging others and
accepting their contributions.

.4.

process ire! making a gi'oup

i.n

To 'Stimulate the use of iiquiryin decision making.

Concepts:
e

**.

Alternative idea', inqUiry, .objectivity
,
.

<,

Pyrerequisites:

/ st. .
.
'. '
.
,
Each student shoul4 hive j basic understan4ing of tire
.',.,purpose of the pcllicx statements,
a

,

,

overall

. .

,

.1..

.-P

Terminal Objectivesi

,
1.

,
.

Given a situation which calls for 'decision making, the
students can utilize their previou.sly developed"process
- to react\Supportable decjsions..*

'

.

2.

Given the following application level experiences, students
can describe developing strengths and weaknesses of their
process for guiding group action.'

t

Learning Experiences:

1

This is the End?"

Time: One forty-five-to sixty'minute session

Co
t
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Enabling Objective.:
,

.1

.

Given a short,story, description and a map regarding a
hypothetical housin6 area, Kelly's Addition, students
can identify.a problem facing the people living in that
area.
(The'peopTe may be forced to sell 'their homes and
leave the area.)
General Procedure,:

A.,

For motivational rpose&, the teacher reads- aloud

the short story, "What's Wrong With Jeb Millet?"
Peference can be made to tle map as the story is
read%* See Transparency C-7.)
hir a few minutes
after hearing the story, the upils respond or react
with some speculations. about Jeb.
J
Some may want to
ask a few questions for...purposes of cl4hfication.
Then the teacher announces,that their beginnie65,
discussion period will continue under student
leadership.
Af

B.

According to, policy, the students choose a new
discussion,leader,

C.

As the.qeacher briefs thehew leader regarding, the
Upcoming group activity, the students read the ditto

.

handout liabeled "Kelly's Addition"'.

A ditto 'of the

story about Jeb can also be ,given at thistime4
As
students read, they can make reference to the 'map of
,Kelly's Addition (T.ran?parency C-1).
D.

The leader (if he reads well) or the teacher may also
:-wish'to.read the "Kelly's.Additid'10 handoit
The purpose of the oral reading would pe'to give

additional focus and to help those who have trouble
reading the handouts.
E.

fife leader giiides his classmates

to the identification
of the problem.hich has 'developed at Kellys- Addition
and-which,is affecting 40.Miller. After the handouts
have been read,- the leSder-maystart by saying,
"Something is.happening at Kelly's AddAtion4 Whare.
the people who live there so concerned ?, What do you
think their problem is?"
..t_.

The students will need to interpret and discuss what
they havejust read. The problem is not stated for
them --they will need to dig it out. from their talkin§:14.
4
4
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the following problem should become apparent to them:
The people living in Kelly's Addition are afraid
that they will soonhave to sell their property
and move elsewhere.
Teacher Initiation:
,Qne may start with, ",Now I'm going to read you, a short
fiction story about a boy named Jeb Miller. Like you, he'
is in the fifth grade.liis friends and classmates have been
concerned about Jed lately because
he just hasn't been
''himself'.' Listen as Pread and see if you can detect why__
Jeb appears ;o' worried.."

Following the reading and a very brief response period,
the teacher.should indicate that a student-led discussion
will be used to explore Jeb's situation.
Handouts, "What's
WrIong With Jeb Miller?" should be given immediately following
the election of a student leader.
Anticipated Student Response:

After hearing about,Jeb Miller, the students should be
motivated enough_io desire.further exploration and a
discussion of the situation at Kelly's Addition.
They
probably will show.concern and sympathy for Jeb and the
property. owners.

.

Special'Note:

The main task of the student leader will be to press the
However, he
students for a definition ,of the problem.
should 'be advised that the first part of the period can
be an open, free discussibn of the situation facing the
residents.
In the latter half of the peridd, he can begin
This probably
to help the students focus-on the problem.
will be the.most d-ifficult studegt-led discussion to
date in that the leader and the Students have the task of
,developing a more ,abstract idea (the defined problem) than
heretofore.

If the leadership-is not strong, ybu may feel that it is
necessary to give some advice or help as the discussion
proceeds. 'Be extremely cautious tf you choose to do so.
Don't do anything that' will make the leader feel less good
Help the leader by inferpre.ting what he has
about himself.
said to,the group--"I believe Todd ;irould like.to have you..."
Always maintain a positive stance.
.

Alternatives: ,

.

ou May want .tp ha-ve a different topic:for discussion.

C2
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If so, develop a*situation in which the studen
a
involved in making a group decision.
In oth
word
try to have your over-all procedure paral T the procedure
of this unit (Unit Three).
Evaluation:

At the end of this discussion period,'the students should
be able to identify the problem seen by the residents of
Kelly's Addition.
In short, they should achieve the'
enabling objective given at the start of this learnexperience.
Materials:

Dittos of the two handouts:
"What's Wrong With'Jeb Miller?"
and "Kelly's Addition", Transparency C-1, Kelly's Addition.
(See Appendix for master)
2.

"What Feelings Do You'Have Regarding Kelly's Addition?"
Time:

2

One forty to fifty minutes session.
,

Enabling Objective:

The students can identify the general feelings of the
class group regarding the problem at Kelly's Addition.
General Procedure:
The students immediately select a discussion leader and
work toward an understanding of the group's feelings.
Teacher Initiation:.

The teacher may start this session by merely calling the
class toorder for the purposes of having a student-led
discussion about Kelly's Addition. By now students should
be able to respond very quickly with their procedure.
Only a short period is needed for briefing the leader
(See Special Notes 'below).

Anticipated Student Response:
The students probably will expand on many feelings which
they started expresing during the previous experience.
As,mettioned earlier, the, group most likely will be in
sympathy with, the residents of Kelly's Addition.

6.3
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Special Note:

Help the leader understand that he-will need to have the
students focus on how they feel as a group. He may encourage
them to speak individually; Out as the period progresses,
the students should be'led toward identifying the
characteristic feelings of the group. In other words,
they are to bring order to their randomly expressed views.
'

This expression of feelings stage should heighten interest.
and prepare them for further exploration of the issue.
Alternative:

None isrsiiggested if the first experience of this unit was
used.

Evaluation:

At the en of this discussion period, the students should
be able to identify the general feelings of the clas's
group regarding the ,situation in Kelly's Addition.
Materials:

Same as the previous experience (Unit Three, Learning
Experience #1).
3.

"What ShouldWe Do With Kelly's Additioh?"

rt

One to three forty-five minute sessions or one long
extended period (all morning). A separate forty-five
minute session is needed in order to achieve the second
enabling objective given below.
Enabling Objective:

Given additional information regarding the Kelly's
Addition issue, the students can make decisions as to
They can support their decisions
the fate of that place.
with information and ideas.
Following this last session of Unit Three, students can
review the unit and identify strengths and weaknesses

of their process for grouption.

C.
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The teacher informs the'studenIi 'that the possibl,p.
rezoning of ke,1)y's AdditiOW h,as bfrrothe a veryrivit
issue and the .students have 6een appointed ,to" make

,

'

.'

decisions on the matter.
The students must decide whether Kelly's Adctition
should become a.park or a commercial area or.tfemain
as it is now.
They also have the option of developing
an alternative plan which can be a modificatton'of Y.
one of the above choices. (For example, the studepti
may decide that Kelly's Addition should reclia4n as is;
however, some of the larger open areat lnd 'adjacent,
home sites should become parks.
B

The students select a discussion',1eAdet:
on the matter.

o'thej'.can act

the' student leader is briefed by the teacher, students
read the-two handouts:
"Why Kelly's Addition Should Be','
''Rezoned" and "Mr. James Miller Speaks".
Each reading
/
provides one side of the issue.
The teacher or the
student leader (if he reads well) also may choose to
read the handouts aloud.
C.

'A-s

D.

The students discuss the matter, using all given information.
(including previous, handouts), and make decisions as to
what should happen in Kelly's Addition.

E.

On another day the students review the unit and identify
strengths and weaknesses of their proc -ess.
If necessary,
a new diScussion leader' is selected for this -.discussion.

Teacher Initiation:

One may start with, "Today we must begin to decide what should
happen to Kelly's Addition.
The' people in this classroom
been appointed the task of deciding- whethe'r the Addition
should be rezoned as (a) a park'or recreation area, (b) an
area for office buildings and a medical. center, or should
(c remain as it is now (residential).- You may want to
create ,a 'plan of your own for Kelly's Addition--that'is your
fourth choice.
(The teacher should write the choices on
the blackboard.) The issue of whether or not the addition
area should be changed has become a hot one, and you people
(the students) have been called upon to recommend what you
believe should happen."

54,
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One c
cruc

contimge, "Since yOu people have been given this
decision making role, it is very important that we
pra tice some objectivity.
That is, read Carefully both
'si es of the issue,
In spite of how each of you feel.,
1 //'step very carefully to other points of view.
In the end,
City officials and homeowners of Kelly's Additiom will ask
that we support any decisions made! F.or every decision we
must give an explanation!. We.can notTh
7E w imsica or per7Torm
Witgout thrEking!"

.

1

Anticipated Student Response:
A'

The students should remain interested through this phdse of
the unit; however, theyomavpe slow in starting their
discussion.
It may take awhIle for them to understand the
city' official's side of tWe issue, Several who begin
choosing the city's poiit of view may at flrst-be hesitant in
presenting arguments. ;Remember, most 3ikely; their sympathies
will have been toward:the residents.
O doubt_edly, the idea of
the addition becoming a park or recrea
Area may appeal to
'many and will influence their thimicf

One they get the discussion rolling, their process will
receive a lively test.
There will be plenty of argument
and many ideas will have to be analyzed. They may.request
extra time for building arguments or developing plans for
changing Kelly's Addition.
The final decisions undoubtedly will not b accepted
In spite of majority rule, soMe may f
everyohe.
to file a minority report.
In the end,
majority votes.

lled
to

Special Note:

Amount of time will become'a
additional time if necessary:,411111pr-1lit to rusht em

113/ hold

them 4o a spgcific time length unless they are b ggi g down
Then a time.l.imit may provide stimulus
into a stalemate.
for renewed vigor.
.

Your'major task will be reminding students that their
Tell theft that the hypothetical
decisions-must be supported.
%residents and city bfficials.can'hot and will. not Accept
emotional or unreasoned deciSions.° Help student t leaders
realize that they must press their classma es for support
actions.
ideas whenever they are proposing specifi

i;
511

'

''

Alternative:
./

You may want to add el ments to this last phase of the unit.
For example, there ar role play possibilities.
One may
select several students to assume the roles of city officials.
Another student may beCome Mr. James Miller.
Another element might be that of arranging for small group
Set the stage so the leader can have his classmates
review the issue and discuss plausible decisions in small groups.
Their large group discussion may be more lively if students

'discussions.

.

first interact in sub-groups,.

Evaluation:

In'this third phase or experience, the students should achieve
the unit terminal objectives.
Materials:

Dittos of "Why Kelly's Addition Should Be Rezoned", "Mr. James
Miller Speaks", and the Map of Kelly's Addition; Transparency
C-1, Kelly's Addition.
(See Appendix for master)
,

(
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,One can continue, "Sinte you people have been given this
crucial decision making role, it is.very.important that we
practice some objectivity.
That is, read carefully both
sides,of the issue.
In spite of how each of you feel,
listen very carefully to other points Of view.
In the end,
city officials'and hoineoWners of Kelly's Addition will ask
that we support any decisions made: For every debision we
must give an explaftation:
We can notes w imsica or pe r7Torm
Without thiiking:ll

Anticipated Student Response:
The students should remain interested through this phase, of
the unit; however, they m
be slow in starting their
discu sion.
It may take awhile for them to understand the
city o
icial's side of the issue.
Several who begin
choosing he city's point of view may at firs1 be hesitant in
presenting rguments.
Remember, most likely, their sympathies
will have been toward the residents. Undoubtedly, the idea of
the addition becoming a park or recreation area may appeal to
many and will Influence their thinking:

Once they get the discussion rolling, their process will
receive a lively test.
guntent
There will be plenty of
They may request
and many ideas will have to be analyzed.
extra time for building arguments or developing plant.for
changing Kelly's Addition.

'

The final decisions undoubtedly will not be accepted by
In spite of majority rule,. some may feel compelled
everyone.
to file a minority report.
In the end, most will yield to
majority votes.
Special Note:.

Be flexible and allow
Amount of time will become a concern.
Try not to rush them or hold
additional time if necessary.
them to a 'specific time length unless they are bogging.down
into a stalemate. Then a time limit may prOvide stimulus
for renewed vigor.

Your major task will be reminding students that their
Tell them Mat the hypothetical
decisions must be supported.
residents and city officials can not and will not accept
Help student leaders
emotional or unreasoned decisions.
realize that they must press their classmates for support
ideas whenever they are proposing specific actions.

C8
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Alternative:

**4

You may want to add elements to this last phase of the unit.
For example, there are role play possibilities.- One may
select several students to assume the roles of city officials.
Another student may become Mr. JamesMiller.
Anotherelement might be, that of arranging for small group
Set the stage so the leader can have his classmates
review the issue and Discuss plausible decisions in small groups:
Their large group,discussion may be pore lively if students
first interact in subgroups.
discussions.,
o

Evaluation:

In this third phase or.experience, the stu
the unit terminal objectivies.,

sho.uld achieve
A

Materials:
Dittos 'of "Why Kelly's AdA,ition Should :Se Rezonea", "Mr. James
Miller Speaks", and the map of
Transoax_encx
C-1, Kelly's Addition.
(See Api5endi -for master)
t2
.*1
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"WHAT'S WRONG WITH JES MILLER?"
N
,

"Golly,

I

With his head

sure di

't expect this to happen," thou

pging low, he stood for awhile on

he'front
.

iforch and then 4owly sat down on the top

p.

,For A moment

' he could hear_his mo.ther moving about in the kitchen, washing
o
0

the lunch dishes.

Then he looked up and his eyes caught the

movement of,traffic on the,freeway, three blocks away.

The

land on which the Miller house was built sloped up from the
freeway:and he could easily view the rushing cars and trucks.
"Maybe that freeway is what's causing the problem!" he said
to himself angrily.

In spite of his parents ill feelings toward the freeway,
Jeb had always liked it--at least until now.
them build the freeway.

He had watched

Jeb could remember the day when he

had gone over and watched the workmen drive the markers showing

how th traffic lanes would curve around Hdle'sHill.

Later

he had stood by the hour watching heavy bulldozers slowly
shaping the road bed:

His mother had -complained continuously

about the noise and dust, -especiallywhen huge gravel trucks
had used their-street as a way of getting to the construction.
The most fun had been when they started paving.

In the

early evening hours, when workers had gone for the day, ..Jieb

and his friends sped on their bicycles up and down the freshly
hardened ribbons of co,rc -te,F

Of course, that all quickly ended

when a,fence was built on each side of the freeway.

70
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Almdst as exciting was the day he had clung to the fence
.
.aild'watChed* the first cars come speeding down the freeway and'

disappear from view around Hale's Hill.

Moments later he had

thrille'd at the sight of cars roaring from the opposite

direction.

Then, within all-mites, the

cars and trucks were

swishing back and forth:as though the freeway Kad. always been
erfot there: Upon retuihirci,g

home, he had caught his father

on the front porch gazing but at' the *freeway and saying, "Boy,
'things are sure goirig to be different' how!"

'With tpe.freeway completed, JOY furned his attention to

'other things and quickly forgot his father's prediction.

The

new freeway didn't seem to interrupt his actiyities around the
neighborhood.

He still co'uld play with his friends in the

numerous empty lots scattered her& and there.
still good in Sugar Creek.

Fishing was

Hardly a day went by witlirovt his

sttpping to help Mike Fdrrest care'for.his horses or Mrs.
Burke feed her rabbits and guinea pigs.

If there wasn't

much happening, he.hopped on his bicycle and streaked along,
the, driveways curving through the huge cemetery behind his
,

house.

Finally, he'culd walk up Gates Avenue and visit grumpy,
old Charlie Culpepper who operated.an auto wrecking yard.
When there wasn't much business and.if he was in a pretly,good
Mood, Charlie could tell

a

lively story about anyone of the
/'

':battered and ruSting''old cis in the yard..

Jib's favorite

was an old'Pontiac'tiped o'er'on its side.

'Char:lienever
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tired of telling how the car once belonged to a gangster.
To prove his point, he would tap his cane at what appeared to
be a bullet hole through the rusting trunk lid.
Jeb did not find pleasure in the thought that all this
might come to an end.

As he sat on the front porch he suddenly

could hear what his father' had said several months ago.

And

just then 4 big green Cadillac came slowly up-Sugar Creek
Road.

It looked so suspicious that he stood to get.a better

view.

Asit drifted past he could see four men, all very busy

looking about.

One man smiled at Jeb and waved.,

Jeb only

stared back
A's

the car passed out of sight, Jim Taylor and Fred Anderson

spe.d by on their bicycles.

They too greeted Jeb, but he didnit

appear to hear or even see them.'
;

"What's wrong with Jets.Miller?"

asked Jim as they crossed over Sugar Creek Road and moved toward
Charlie's wrecking yard.

,

..41,

t

f

.,
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KELLY'S ADDITION

'Kelly's Addition is an area containing thirty-six homes

and an auto wrecking yard.

There also is an'assortment of

.birns, sheds, and, other small .4.1111ding.

.(The map of Kelly's'

'Addition does'nol show some of the smaller buildings.)
,

all of the houses were built on largetlots..

Most

,

There are still

several large, empty. spaces' in the addition.

When most of the homes.were constructed in the early 1900's
(1900-1912), thi area was somewhat isolated.
.

areas surrounded the group of homes, and

Large wooded

it, took several hours
.

to reach the downtown part of Alexandria (the nearest large

*' city).

People started calling this small cluster of homes
mainly. because George Kelly had owned the

.

land on'which'te houses were built.
..

.

,

.

Now, of course, Alexandria has grown.

In-fact', there are

.

4.°

..

l e
tracts' of newe

.

)bores just,to

,

the

north awnd south' of Kelly's
.

.,

.

Addition.. 'A largestity cemetery is immediately wrist.

Many

roads and highways have yen built out from 'the city.

A new

freeway' recently was completed along the.eastern side of the
addition.

One cdn now leviethe addition and be downtown

within twenty minutes,
.

,Today Kelly's Addition is an interesting contrast to the
modern city which has grown around it.

The area still looks

rural in that there.are pasture lots for a few cows,.horses,
and goats.

Although all homeowners worK'in other parts of the

3
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city, many of thelb raise farm animals and usually have large
gardens.

.Except for Sugar Creek Road, all stre6ts.temain .k,

unpaved.
water.

Each owner has his own sewage system and we) for

The houses are old and many of them ar.p in much need

of repa'i'r.'

Still, as ane, owner has said, "We likelt-here!"

Last year the addition and a large surrounding area becaTe.
part of the city.

City officials now want to have the KOry's

Addition land area used for other purposes.
it from a residential area.

ti

-5 - 5 8

They want to change

1r.

MR. JAMES MILLER SPEAKS,
A

.Jeb"Miller's father., Mr. James.MIller, recently made the

k

,

following short talk in behdlf of the,homeowners of Kelly's
Adslition.- He delivered tiis talk before meinbers'of the
city council.,
ft

m

"Ladies and gentlement of the city council:

We. to

.

Kelly's Addition are faced with the possibiAity of
.

.**

having to sell. our land and homes to thecity.
;4,

all of us are against

our land as a park: or,i

t:

commercial area
"Yes,'we uhdersand that, tine city ,governmeritwfll.,pa,y us
.

.

.

money for cur .h&mes ad land: WeaTso undirstadd 'that
.
,

.

,.

.
...

,
,

.

through the right, ofemiTent-domain the city gpvernment
'

.

.e

....

_

can claim,our

'.

,"

..

,

'Still, we remain .opposid to what

p

the city has planned_ for our .area:
"This ,land is our rind:

We like it here:

is suited to ouT needs as individuals.

Ke;lly's Addition

We have sp,a.ce to'

*do Whit we want:- Here we can reach' fulfillment as
,ind.iyiduals.

Doesn't our nation believe in the importance

'of each person?

Doesn't` our nation want each person to be-

happy?

. "Nine years ago:my wife and

I

bought an old home in, Kelly's'

Addition because we felt the area had charm.

At the same

'time, we saw a.chance to make dreams come true.

wantAd to fix up an Old house.

We always.

'And now,'like most homeoWners

in the addition, wetare gradually remodeling our Place.
I.-1 (7
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.
1
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1

v,

.

More iWortanp is the fact that we wanted our childr n
.

.

a
;

,

to have Oenty of space in Oficti to grow.

i

%.plentiful

1

r

.

Such

-9-

in, Kelly''s Addition.

Our kids see more of

li*fe. than childi:en living in p cramped house on a

..,.

ace is

small

Jot,. They are closer to nature, and so is everyone in
*,
'.

Kelly's Addition.

-

,"Finaly'"even if we are a part df the city, why can't
we remain as an independeht 'rural island'?

The fact

tha.. our streets are.no-C paved really doesn't bother us
.

or%inyone 'else:'

.

.

Ctt.y officials say our wells don't go

,

V.

deep enough; yet everydne pOus-still draws' clean, fresh
.

,

,

1;eaking

ih4thre

.

.

addition has complained of another's

t

.4

Tewer.14,-Our home, s are old, but they are sturdy

,and 40-1
'built..Wee tried not to bother anyone.
,

.

.4

f

/ ,.

tio,one

.,

.

4,0.,

j.

A

.-.

water. ._

.1..1

-li

.

4
...

we ask t he same fOr us: "
.

k

l

Mir
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Now

WHY KELLYq ADDITION SHOULD BE REZONED
Litted below are reasons why city officials want to change
or rezone Kelly's Addition.

1.

The area surAunding Kelly's Addition is growing in
population, and hence, more services for theepeople
are necessary.
To provide these needed services,
Kelly's Addition could become a recreation area or a
As a/commercial area, there would be
commercial area.
enough space for a medical center (hospital and doctor's
offices) and some buildings for insurance offices,
attorneys, and other special services.

2.

Kelly's Addition, as ienow stands, is somewhat of an
The homes are old and many of them are in need
eyesore.
It would be difficult and too expensive
of much repair.
for the home6wners to band together for purposes of
As a park or a commercial zone,
improving the area.
the area would be made one of the most' attractive in the
Additional money-would be spent so the area
nation.
could be made very beautiful.

3.

If Kelly's Addition remains as a residential area,
homeowners are faced with paying for costly improvement?
Most streets in theraddition are unpaved.
in that area.
The sewers do not meet city standards and the water wells
Since Kelly's Addition 1.:;now
do not go deep enough.
part of the city, laws of the city.require that proper
Whenever improvements
sewer and water works be installed.
are made in an area, city laws also require that homeowners
If the homeowners-must pay for these
help pay the cost.
improvements and for remodeling their homes, it may be
'cheaper for them to sell their homes to the city and buy,
a newer home somewhere else.

to

4.

In changing the addition to a park or commercial area,
Rezoning would mean
better use can be made of the land.
more space for more people. pll the empty lots and open
spaces presently in the addition would be used more
In a growing city such as ours, land must
efficiently.
be used. wisely.

5.

Kelly' Addition woulip be ideal as a service area becausenew freeway.
of access to and from
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UNIT FOUR

REDEVELOPME4T-AND CONTINUED INDEPENDENCE
Purposes:
1.

To revise student deveioped process according to needs
and problems which occurred during unit tiro and ,three.

2.

To reiterate the importance of individual contributions
11,the development of policies.

3.

To apply and further test their revised process in
dealing with real issues and problems which they (the
students) encounter in and out of the classroom.

Concepts:
Revisiton, redevelopment

Prerequisites:

Each,student should have a basic understanding
purpose of the policy statements.

( the overall

Terminal Objectives: .r
1.

In order to overcome apparent 'eels and problems, the
students can develop a revi ed set, of policy statements
for guiding group action.

2.

Given the revised poli y statements, students can deal
direr -tly with issues and problems which ccur in and
armind their class -nvironment.

Learnin
1.

Ex erient

"What r-D,O We

eed?"

-lime:

As mu`h as is needed for revision.

78
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Enabling Objective:
Given their. (the studentsj descriptions ofweAknes-s'es
in their, procesS, thestudents can revise and add policy
statements for overcoming these weaknesset.

.

S

General Procedure:

The procedure of this experience is as follows:

,

-

,

A.' The students select a leader.
B.

The students identify needs and, problems related to
the process which they-had previously developed to
guide group action.

Cps

The students develop ideas for overcoming any needs
or problems.
Some, of these ideas then -may be refined
and made into policy statements. Some of their
previous policy statements may be droppAd or revised.
44

Teacher Initiation:
.

.

This time the teacher. needs to spend' only A very short,
time nfprming' students of the task ahead' -that pf

redeveloping the policy statements whichconstitute
their process for group ac,tion.
Anticipated Student Response.:
The students mey eAter into this s.essi-On with.a good ,deal
of interest and purpose.'.8:)/..nbw they should have identified
some weaknesses.
Althou'ghotfte students may alre9dyohave,
.

done some repair worlalong the way, this unit sectsio

.

will be the most impor /ant in terms,of,strengtheri.og theeprocess.
e
0%
%

Ik.
.

Special Note:

"

'I
s

.
..

4,

,

,t;

".

They may:hav
..,
:
considerable redevel pment work to accomplish; nd
',..- .....
hence, will need more han one class period. On the'
ossiblehat their original %. .:
other hand, it is entire
Again, be flexible in terms 'of tiire.

.*

Insuch
process mAy have proven 0,1 e,satis-factory.
case, only a short while my be necessary for revition. ''',;

Tf)
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Alternative:

I

If the students believe that their originally developed
process has been entirely satisfactory, they may go
ahead and apply it to real issues and problems in
their own environment.

14

Evaluation:

At the 'end of this first phase of Unit Four, students
should have a redeveloped set of policy statements.
Materials:

Butcher paper, or any other large pieces of paper on
which their new or revised policy statements can be
recorded; a ditto master containing their revised set
of polity statements.
"Where Do We Go From Here?'

2..

Time:

Indefinite
Procedure and EyaTtbation:

Fromh4his point on the students should be on a level
where 4they can use their process to ''deal with issues an;
In
s which occur in the everyday environment:
probl
other wordS, the olicy statements can be used in their
They can discuss matters of
own personal.si uations.
They can seek solutions to problems
em.
importance to
Their process becomes
which are affe ting their welfare.
a sys,tem for responsible policy making.
,fi

.

-

,

..

Issues and problems continually crop up in the classro,om.
Mori often than not, these situations rather quickly are
With
_administered by.the teachers and/or the principal.
easily
be
a child-centered system, the matters might
handl.ed by the students.

80
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Several years agothe writer watched'his,fourtb grade
class settle a problem Anvolving their softball play
during the noon hour.
They had become exasperated
by the time wasted in squabbling over such matters as
their mode of ,play (teams or work-up).
Finally, theybrought the problem to class and settled it through
use of their own process for group action.
Noteacher
or principal had to step in. After all, it was their
problem:
Also, the idea of dealing,with,problems in a
systematic, reasoned manner was reinforced.
Learning Experiences:
.

So, what other kinds of issues and problems arise for
,discussion and resolution purposes? A great deal may
'depend on the nature of programs and policies in the
school - "the system," so to speak.
Some systems simply
do not allow for'very much student involvement, In such
cases, the teacher may need to request permission of the
authority structure for allowing students to discuss or
resolve a particular matter of Concern to them,. Usually,
however, there are many situations which can be approached
with little diffiCUlty.
The folldwing list is a sampling
of topics:
0.

A.

Settling an in-class playground dispute,-such as
the softball situation mentioned above.

B.

Resolving a school situation which the children 'perceive'
as a problem, such as too many dogs on the playground.

C.

Establishing policies for class social matters, such as
communicating with ill studentS", inviting guests to
parties, etc.

D.

Planning a class program for parents and/or for the

/

school.

Just plain "rapping" on a maiter--01Antercstly.to them.
F.

'

Raising, questions and/or recommending ideas on situations
occurring in the local community." (Why. have homes in
the Wickersham Addition been flooded every time there
fs heavy rainfall=? Who is respo.msible'for helping the
residents who must abandon their "homes ?),

'In the last example above, the students may need to accomplish
research in order to deal adequately with the situation.
Here the teacher may help in securing data sources (speakers,
newspaper articles, etc.) so the students can inquire and
In other words, the stage can be
achieve some objectivity.
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set so such discussions Ao not become sessions where
views.
children sit and express nothing but dogmdtic
A very important mark of progress can be noted by the
teacher When-students, begin to inquire and to avoid
dogmatism. A high thinking democratic citizen secures
data'beforemaking judgments.
There are several other' evaluative criteria the teacher
may use in determining the success of this total venture
One might apply the criteria in the form
in self-guidance.
,of,questions.

Do the children naturally use their process for group
action when the need arises?
.

.

.

.

,

When they use the process, can they consistently operate
independently of adult authority?
Are they more responsive and sensitive to each other in
and out of the Classroom?
Are they increasingly creative?
Overall, and in summary, is there greater understanding
and. application of the democratic principles listed on
'page two?

A

r.

2
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APPENDIX

Yl
fM

3

GROUP DISCUSSION PROCEDURES

Most teachers are acquainted with the values and procedures
of group discussion, but some teachers may .attempt to hold
the discussion to a consideratfon of the facts, emphasizing
only cognitive elements.
Randolph, HOwe, and;Achterman (1968) found that we
traditionally respond td messages with ineffective
responses such as:
Ordering or commanding
Admonishing

Criticizing and disagreeing
Praising and agreeing
Name calling or interpretiiig
Reassuring and sympathizing
Probing and questioning pr
diVerting.

Warning,

Advising
Instructing

These resportses deny the child the right to have a feeling
and they close the channels to communication and understanding.
,

While we are concerned about the development of thg child's
cognitive concepts, in,this program we. wish to focus attention
on the child's purposes,. feelitgs, and values.
We are
attempting to assist the child in understanding self and'
others, and this can be.achievd only through per.sonalizing,
the material and getting involvement at the feeli-ng-level.
Many teachers are reluctant to engage in group discussion'
Some
that is truly open; they,...da not see its value.
teachers even feel guilty for wasting time in this way;
others feel inadequate and afraid that they will not be
able to handle this kind of discus'sion.

It is clear, however, from our experience in guidance and
psychology that group discussion is a most powerful
sbcial
influence for changing behavior, and the teacher shduld
realize the group can seldom go beyond the skill, anticipathe expectations of the leader.
tion, an

The following philpsophy and phncipTes should prove to
be helpful.

The dit'cussion leader should communicate that she really
This is mot a
cares about what children say and feel.
It
is
cormunicated
.technique but agenuine attitude.
through eye.contact, attentiveness to, verbal communication,
and nonverbaT support that comes through an empathic smile.
The leader listens to what is said and not,sai,d, and tries
t)
-71

;

to perceive both the felings,which are expressed and
those that are hidden.
The teacher is there as a person;
as she is real and honest about the feelings she is
experiencing: sloe elicitS more involvement.

.

Group discussion requires sharing the responsibility for
leadership with the group.
The group helps to identify
concerns, clarify thoulhts and feelings, and consider
alternatives.
Unlike class recitation, there is no one
correct answer.
In contrast, the leader encourages free
discusSion and'interaction to what is said.
The creative leader avoids sermonizing, evaluating,
'humiliating, and mor4lizing, but she is not passive,
permitting the discussions to be purposeless.
She is
willing to deal with the actions and reactions that go on
in the group.
She is sensitive to social interaction, and
she is willing to disCuss the here- and -now event.
If the
story is about attention-getting, she does not need to
.stay with the abstrattwhile some child who acts as a
class clown. in her room provides live materials for
discussion.., In such a situation she might ask the group:
What is-happening here right now? What do you think about
this?
How do you feel?
How 6oes the class clown feel?
Why is he doing that? How can we help him? As the leader
Senses the children are ready for such a discussion, she
discusses the purposes of behavior.
-

a

-iachers can avoid control problems when leading group
f'scussions.
When there is noise and confusion, it is
-:visable to talk less and act!
The leader may merely
lo4er her voice, use a hand signal, utilize proximity
control by moving to the area of disturbance, or utilize
some natural consequence for failure to attend to a discussion.
The leader does not censure or demand, she does
not engage in a struggle for control of the group; she
seeks to have the children experience the natural consequences
of their behavior.
The outcomes and productivity of each session are partially
dependent upon the leader's competence in the following
tasks:
1.

.2

Show the group, you care and are concerned with
Demondeveloping a relationship of mutual respect.
strate your interest, concern, and kindness, but be
committed to meaningful discussion and do not hesitate
to be firm, showing respect for: yourself as well as the
The teacher sets an example of refletive
children.
listening by her responses.

Make sure children understand the purpose of the group,
discussion and atlow them to establish their otlin limits.

rr

CI)
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Members must be ready to share their concerns and
A spirit of
willing to listen closely to others.
give and take and honest, open feedback shouldpervade.
3

Sense the group atmosphere and be willing to discuss
Be sensitive to the feelings of the individuals
it.
in the group and help them feel understood, i.e.,
am getting a message that you are unhappy, or that
you really care.
I

4

5

6.

7

Link the thoughts and feelings of group members.
Point out the similarities and differences in the
concepts, attitudes, and feelings -being discussed.
The leader must be able toshow the relationship between What two'children are talking about in order
to help them recognize common problems.

Encourage silent members to participate when they seem
This,usually involves being aware of nonverbal
ready.
clues as a facial gesture, glance, or halting attempt
to enter the group.
The children are learning a new process of'cooperation
The'eader must observe
in contrast to competition.
any tendencies of childrento be empathic and link or
These.
supply alternativee sol.dutions to problems.
,immediatel
Y encouraged andreinforced.
attempts should, be

Group discussion can takea negative turn if the(leaoer
We are irteres-ted:in fostering
is not perceptive.
Group meftbexs,should be assisted
personal development.
to see the strengths and assets in individuals.
Emphasis is placed on positive as well as negative
When there is a negative feedback, i.e.,
feedback.
"I don't like him, he smells,",the teacher may,say,
"You feel there is an odor there that is not pleasant."
.

8

,

The leader,must be alert .to detect. feelings.anrat,titudes
She helps the
which a're.implied but not expressed.

group to develop tentative analyses of behavior and its'
She might say, "Is it possible..." Could it
purpose.
2" and state her hunch about the purpose in a
be
tentative manner.
§

10.

The effective group leader is able to help the children
express their thoughts, feelings, and attitudes mire
She does this through clarifying, restating,,
clearly.
and summarizing.
The leader helps members to summari2e and evaluate hhat
inutes b'fore the close
About fiv
they have learned.
434'S

4W{

.1.*t
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.

.

of the 'session, she asks, "What do" you think you.
learned about yourself and others. today?" Helping
the group consider what is happtentng aoceTerates and
facilitates the group process:

Children should be encouraged- tb formufateth it wn limits
for the discussion. ..HOwever,theleader shoul
help tilem
toconsider some'ofthefollowiti!J procedures which promote
effective discussion:
,

,

1:

The discussion goes best when Oe trust each other and
have mutual respect.. We haveto beconcerned enough
to listen and wat to help others.

2.

Speak
Say what you really feel.
Be honest and oven.
whenev.eryou feel 'you have something to say which will
help you or the grbtip.

iving feedback, consider how itwill help the
In
others for you to,sathis.
4

4.

Really,listen to what others say.. Are you able to
state what'he 'has said and felt when he finishes?

When certain individuals or the_group become negative or,
pick on an individual, the mature leader can use this as
an opportunity to discuss the purpose of getting special
The leader can also use puppetryand'
attention or power.
-ole .playing to-help increase sensitivity to negati3e
-alarks-

The potential in group di cussionis tremendous and teachers;
will find it a most rewar ing experience as'their
develop.

Jaken from Developing Understanding of $elf and Other,
Manual.
Used with permission of American Guidance
Service.

,
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ROLE PLAYItIG PROCEDURES

The
Role playing is not.merel information dispensing.
teacher who is skeptical oT the-educational purpose of
role playing should consider some of the following potential

values:
1.

Role playing provides, an oppbrtunity for the-child who
does not excel academically, -bUt who ha,s talentin
creativity and spontanett.

2.

Spectator "therapy":can occur through audience.observation and empathy.

3.

Role pli.ying promotes the development-f personal
flexibility and social skills.

,

4

The enactment of'the same situation several times
helps the child to see alternative .tolutiohs to a
problem, increasing his probleh-sollving and decisionmaking abilities.

4.

.

As discussion leader, the teacher.enco urages the children
to become more observant of the behavior of others, qo
rook for the Purp6ses and causes of behavior, to anticipate
the results of certain behaviors, and to evaluate. behavior.
situations, and people.
,The steps in role playing. 'There are fo Ur partsto any
role, playing situation; preparation', introduction,
enactment, and distussion.
.

.

The teacper:s first decision involves
154-e2a.rati'on.
Pss.ues should be
-selection of the issue or problem.
selected which ensure the security of each .child
involved: The child is never'fqrced.to take a role.

1.

,

After reading t44e descriptive directions for a
particular'role,playing situation, the'teacher
gathers. the class. 'A playing area is needed.

Because each lesson is en extension of the.underlying
teacher may briefly
themes of the stories t4
some of the main ideas of the related story. ,Questions
Who was the main character, ?"
.may be.asked such as,
did he do;tbat?" Unfinished
"Wt'
"What did he do?"
'stories-which stop at a dilemma point are excellent
for ole playing.

I
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ntroduction.

The teacher states very briefly that
the class is going tondo some pretending.
She should
state the problem in terms of specific examples with
vivid details which create emotional involvement.
Because young children are egocentric and most.of
them are eager to, pretend and participate, thpy
will probably be.unwilling to patiently wait ahy
length of time for a turn at playing. *Therefore, it
is wise to allow all'or them to have a briefturn
to participateinfa warm -up exercise at the beginning
of each lesson.
If spate does not permit the whole
group to move about at the same time, break the group
into two sections.

2
4

Because it is easily performed, pantomime ,is suggeted
as a warm -up activity.
To begin the pantomime the
teacher may give the following directions:.
This is our pretending space.
(Indicate play area.)
Find a standing-up place fn here where you won't
be too close to any pther 'person.
(Wait for qu:fet"..)
Stand there absolutely quietly.

;.ti

Good.

.

,
.

Show me you are ready to listen and imagine.
Today we.are going to imaginewe are
(see specific direction).
:
Keep
say "Ready, begin," you.may.begin.
When
I

working until you hear me' say "Stop.I

.

'See if you canshow me by your actipns.your ideas
abo.ut
.

:

.

f.

.

'

'

,

Do not say anything.
Imagine there are ho other children'around you.
See if you can really make ma believe you
1

are a
Ready, begin.

.

.

..

.

,

4

Observe the pantomimes and make encouragihg reamrks.
for creattive responses such as, "Oh,,I see soapopt
.,

(describe pantomime) ," or hThere I's some

that is

good tniTI.V17.5- going on over 'there." .;After at least
a minute, stop the, action anr q seat the students.

.....

.

.,

.

ThOjteacher controls the length or a situation by
reserving in0 using the right to halt the play at
,any.point.'.

.

.

''

I

t.1'

After making a .few comments about the creative ideas
e
klo, "
..e
observed in the pantomimes, the teacher briefly
presents the,ctdal role playing' situation to the cla. 7
The description should bo as simple and direct as
$.
possible.
1,:

t

.

'

?'

6r
A,*

,;
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Because students are expected to speak in character,
the teacher will give them some practice by asking
them to respond in the character's voice to such
questions as "Mary, what did the old man say when
he got knocked down? Can you sound like the old man?"
Then the teacher asks for volunteers to take various
roles.
Theclass may suggest names, but the actors
must volunteer.
From the olunteers, characters are
selected.
lilspally it is advisable to begin with
.so,ciable children before choosing participants who
are shy or who have more problems than others.
In
specific role assignments, check to determine how
the child identifies with the character. Ask "What
kind of person is he?" "How does he feel?" Select
individuals who indicate they have identified, well

or who have strong feelings Oovt a character's
behavior.
t

Enactment.
The teacher helps the characters set the
scene,
"Shall we- imagine a door is here?"
Do
you need some.chairs?" If the characters are going
to sit down, they will need some chairs. Children

3.

'cannot simultaneously pretend to sit, keep their
-balance, and play a role.
The teacher says, "Find, your places and stand

At that point, she may need to review the characters
and their purposes in the scene for the benefit of
Action is started by ,the
players and the class.
words, 'Ready, begin."
Ddring the enactment, the teacher tries to say as
Otherwise, the teacher becomes
little as posAible.
the directo-r, and the children lose the mpportunity
to express themselves freely.
qa

Some side coaching may be necessary to assist in moving
The teacher may say, "It must be
the action Along.
time for father to come home,npri,"_"Oh, my, that
brother is going to be angry." -Suglestiont are always
The
directed to the charadter, not to the real person.
teacher avoids using real names and directs all remarks
to the characters.
.

.

,

:'41.

its fullest
When the scene seeTs to have 'developed
poient4al, the teacher says, "Stop, come and sit down."
,t

4.

It' iel,usually effective to,have the
kiscussion,
At
n performance first.
their ,
actors
matter how weak it was, the
the;end of a'stehe,
5.:77

teacher makes at least,two or three positive rerliOs,
i.e., "I liked the way the fatner read-his newspaper,'
or "Wasn't the dog good? He really seemed excited."
To encourage class participation. in the discutsion,
the teacher asks them the questions listed at the end
of the role playing activity.
If other more releVant
questions emerge as a result of the individual play,
they should, ,of course, be used.
Discussion'centerS--on how the characters were feeling and why they
rewanded as 'they did. The teacher shodld attempt
to guide the discussion so that the issues are.reTted
to experiences personally relevant, to the chi3drent
.

The younger the children, the briefer 'the analysis.
Two or three'points are sufficient for kindergarteners.
The teacher make's a summary statement of points elicited
from the group and. quickly selects a' new group for
replaying.

The teacher emphasizes that,she
looking for
good, new ideas 'an each repl,iy.
The put'pose of the
reenactment is 'to help the thi.ldren, explore new
insights and alternative solutions.
Encourage as many enactments as poSsibFe.
T
t

ma
,wi

role of the audience-should 6'eclarified jURer.aS
roles of the actors.
The membersOf the audience
be asked to look for specific points or to identify
he feelings'of a'specific actor.
They should
a role which maintains their interest and
,

ement,.

Problems, pitfal.,ls, and possibilities.'_ Beginning role

playing may bring about a variety of pnexpected reactions
in young students. Two of the extremes in..behavior are
acting up and excessive shyness or refusal,to'partiCipate.
The student who acts, up can destroy the imaginary creations
ofother students. The first few times this behavior
occurs, the, teacher stops the whole group and calmly but
firmly reexplains the ground rules.
They are:
),A

Play in the play Space.

2. -'Ac ions
3.

-

no words (for pantomime).

Do not disturb the play of others.

Do not be overconcerned about the student who'exhibits
extremely shy behavior.
Instead, recognize and encourage

81
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others for their efforts.
As soon as the shy hild' makes
any overt effort at enactment, encourage hip for it..
Noise can be another Classroom problem.
If the teacher
has properly stimulated the students,to want to work on
the problem, they will become exci 'd, qnd often with
excitement, comes noise!
Do not
egin
pantomime or a
scene until the students have b come almost totally silent.
Students need a moment to qui
ly reflect, on their task.
Lack of concentration or silliness on the part of the
players will produce insincere and unintelligible scenes.
For the initial playing; the teacher tries to select those
students who are verbal and seem enthusiastically responsive.
They will set a high standard for the plays that follow.
Clarity in speech and pantomime shduld be praised.
If the
characters seem to be getting off the track, the teacher
says firmly, "Keep your character." Even though the
students may not exactly understand the direction, they
will understand a firm buCkind tone of voice.

Restlessness of the group is an indication that something
is too long.
Perhaps the directfons are too long, repeated
too often, or the scene and the discussion are too long.
Teachers must try to be brief and to the point.
Use snort
sentences.
Stop a scene before interest is reduced.
Unresponsiveness can be a problem among certain groups ofThey may be extremely inhibited, or they may
children.
In this case,
never have engaged in any dramatic play.
the teacher may need to demonstrate what is meant by
Pretending and pantomiming. Occasionally, as opportunities
present themselves, the teacher may take a rc1e in the
By taking part in, the action, the teacher
playing situation.
controls the direction of play from within th.e group and,
of play.
at the same time, demcinstrates the "how to
Certainly those-groups of children who have had experience
with dramatic play and creative dramatics will find it less
difficult to role play than inexperienced ones.' Do not
Each
expect perfection and depth in the beginning lessons.
successive role playing situation should show an increase
in the ability of the group to play together effectively.
Taken from Developing Understanding of Self and Others,
Manual.
Used with permission of Americrn Guidance
Service.
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APPENDIX II

MATE IALS LIST BY GRADE
(Schedule A)
Level K

COMMERCIAL

PROJECT PRODUCED MATERIALS

1.

Clean and dirty, paper puppets
patterns
.

2.

2 paper tooth puppets

3.

2 transparency masters of Patrick

4.

Hand stomach puppet- pattern

5.

Evaluation sheet

6.
7.

A.B. Le Crone Company
Rhythm Record Company
819 N. W. 92 Street
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73114'

5.95

* Record "Swinging On A Star"

1.00

Kindle (Scholastic) All Kinds
of Feelings - Filmstrip Cassette

19.00

"Smiles Don't Just Happen"
(Scholastic) Filmstrip/Cassette

1 9.00

Hand Puppet - Gray Rabbit
Paper Rabbit

Big Brother, Robert Kraus,

4.59

Parent's Magazine Press
8.

Bird Pie transparency master

9.

Evaluation sheet

10.

"Red Ball" transparency

52 Vanderbilt Avenue.
New York, New York

"Will You Be My, Friend?"
(Scholastic) Film'strip/ -

19.00

Cassette

"Sticks 'N Stones"
(Scholastic) Filmstrip/

19.00

Cassette

1.00

* Reflections Record
Vicki Carr

TOTAL

$88.54
e3

*These records are difficult 10 obtain and are not necessary in order to complete
the lessons involved.

Level I

PROJECT PRODUCED MATERIALS

In Guide

Ernie, Skippy, Eddie Puppet
Patterns

Tape of Skippy and Ernie
Dialogue
Flower Pattern

COMMERCIAL

"Everything is Beautiful" Reco

$

1.00

Book if I Were, Barbara Shook
Hazen. Western Publishing Co.

5.54

The Ugly Duckling. Scholastic
Version.

.95

The Hating Book, Charlotte
Zolotow Scholastic Books
*But It Isn't Yours - Part I
Guidance Associates Filmstrip/

.95

Cassette

26.00

'

**BFA Soddy Print 220004 My
Class: "Teacher Away"

25.50

BFA Study Print 221007 My
School: "Borrdiving Without
Asking"

*"The Trouble With Truth"

-

Part I, Guidance Associates
F ilmstrip/Cassette

*"That's No Fair" - Part I
Guidance Associates Filmstrip/

26 . 00

Cassette

BFA Study Print 221008 My

School: "Littering"
BFA Study Print 220001 My

,

Class: lchool Book"
(See Level II)

`TOTAL,

This package contains Part I & II. Part II is used in Level II.
Package must be purchases as a unit.

"Note The BF,A Study Prints used,io Level I, II, and III (seventeen prints) must be ordered as a set
from the company. The set will be IZnown as the "Special Texas Package". $25.50. This set
cannot be-broken.

$110.94

LEVEL II
PROJECT PRODUCED MATERIALS

In Guide

COMMERCIAL

V

Book, I Write It Ruth Krauss
Harper and Row $2.57, 1970

2.50

Book, The Turtle and His Friends,
Thomas and Patricia Gnagey, 1970
Facilitation House, OttaWa, Ill.

2.00

Transparency Boy and girl
daydreaming

Transparency Three Faces
Transparency - Sharing Tdys

*"But It Isn't Yours" Part II
Guidance Associates
Cassette ($24.50)

Filmstrip/

BFA Study Print 20008, My Class:
"Last One Chosen"

"That's No Fair" - Part. I

I

Guidance Associates - Filmstrip/
Cassette ($24.50)

BFA Study Print 220003 My Class:
"Cheating On -a- Test"

BFA Study Print 221004 My School

r

"Fight"
BFA Study Print 221002 My Schoo

"Wall"
*The Trouble With Truth - Part II
Guidance Associates Filmstrip/
Cassette ($24.50)

BFA Study Print 22(.001 My Schoo
"Crossing Guard"
BFA Study Print 220007 My Class
"New Student"
(See Level

Total

*This Package contains Parts I &
II. Part I is used in Level I. Package
must be purchased as a unit.

$ 4.50

Level IH

PROJECT PROINCED MATERIALS
in Guide

COMME RCI A L

"Guess Who's In A broup"

526.00

Guidance Associates F ilmstrip)

Value Activity Sheet ;:YO One
Else" Student Hanaout

Cassette

BFA Study Prints
"What Person In This Group"
Student Handout

Pe

le

I

Don't Know "Oiscrim ation (2)
219004, 219005

BFA Study Print 218004
"Cheating" - My Friends

BFA Study Print 218005 "Four
Eyes" My Friends
BFA Study Print 216008 My Home
"Thirsty Dog"
You Promised" Guidance
Associates Filmstrip/Cassette

26.00

BFA Study Print 216001 My Home
"Locked House"
BFA Study Print 219007 People

I Don't Know "Lost Child"
"Hey Dad, What Are You Doing?"
and "I Double Dare You To"
filmstrip/cassette Photographic
Laboratories, 1926 West Gray,
Houston, Texas 77019

TOTAL

..

15.00

567.00

Level IV

PROJECT PRODUCED MATERIALS

In Gut

COMMERCIAL

Filmstrip/Cassettr. "Nn Place
Like Home" (Westinghouse Series
Our Values)

Handouts

Girt Scout Law
Response to Pledge

Filmstrip/Cassette "The Broken

Law of the Camp Fire Girls
Blue Bird Wish
Oaths of Office

Sleds" (Westinghouse Series
Values)

F lag Pledges

Filmstrip/Cassette "Pam Puts It
Off", Eyegate House

Hidden Word Puzzle (Rick and
Lady)

"I Am Glad"
"'Best Friend"
Matching Quiz

Book, T,V.

Monies

"Communicating"
"Things for Which Others Might D slike Me"
Song "I Am Proud"
Hiddap Word Puzzle

Career Examples'
Career Riddles
Weekly Budget
Hidden Word Puzzle Sayings

Account
"Beat the Clock"

15.50

Our

Filmstrip /Cassette "Reflections"
Photographic Lab, 1926 West
Gray,Houston, Texas 77019

"Happiness"

$15.50

12.95

20.00

'Filmstrif\i)Cassette or Record,

"My Best Friend" (Holt, Rinehart
and Winston Series Values in
Action)

\

'TOTAL

13.00

$76.95

4

I

Song "A Timely Rhyme"
"Individual Evaluation"
Poem - "Song of Greatness"

"Follow the Leader .Question'
transparencies

st.

Transparencies of famous people

total 8
c

"Play Ball" Lesson Transparencies
Total 4
Cassettes

Cassettes of stones
Cassettes'of songs

(Optional)

'These filmstrips are part of a pacl<age and the
otiblisher may be reluctant to break the set.

iv

Level V

PROJECT PRODUCED MATERIALS

COMMERCIAL

"Max" and "Max Is Not Alone"
!Filmstrip/Tape, Photographic
Laboratories, 1962 West Gray,
Houston, Texas 77019

In Guide'
TrausQarencies
A1

$ 15.00

0

A2
A3
C1
.

TOTAL

I

Handouts

Janet's Diary
''What's Wrong with Jeb Miller?"

"Kelly's Addition"
"Mr James Miller Speaks"
"Why Kelly's Addition should
Be Rezoned"
..--------N

J

4..

r

$ 15.00

VENDOR LIST
(Schedule B)

FI LMSTR IPS/CASSETTES

SCHOLASTIC KINDLE FILMSTRIPS
904 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliff, New Jersey 07622 (also available in Spanish at a slightly higher price)

"All Kinds of Feelings" (Level K)

19.00

$

"Smiles Don't Just Happen" (Level K)

19.00

"Will You Be My Friend?" (Level K)

19.00

"Sticks 'N Stones" (Level K)

:19.00

GUIDANCE ASSOCIATES
757 3rd Avenue
New York, New York 10017
"But It Isn't Yours" (Levels 1 and 2)

26.06

"The Trouble With Truth" (Levels 1 and 2)

26.0

"That's No Fair" (Levels 1 and 2)

26/00

/

./

/26.00

"Guess Who's In a Group" (Level 3)

-')

/

"You Promised': (Level 3)

26.00

'AUDIO VISUAL SERVICES, INC. (WESTINGHOUSE Learning Corp.)
2310 Austin Street
Houston, Texas 77004
Richard Hunter, Sales Representative (223-4591)
"No Place Like Home" (Level 4)

$

"The Broken Sleds"

15.50
15.50

EYEGATE
7911 Lichen Lane
Spring, Texas 77373
Frank W. Cox, Sales Representative (376.1739)
"Pam Puts it Off" (Level 4)

/

$

12.95
41;

WINSTON PRESS
25 Groveland Terrace

Minneapolis, Minn. 55403

"My Best Friend" (Level 4)

$

13.00

$

1.5.00

PHOTOGRAPHIC LABORATORIES
1926 West Gray
Houston, Texas 77019.
Bob Drake, Sales Representative (529.5846)

"Hey pad, What Are You Doing" and
"I Double Dare You To" (Level 3)

le. 9

/
-

Fl LMSTR IPS/CASSETTES (Continued)

"Reflections" (Level t)

$

"Max" and "Max Is Not Alone" (Level 5)
.

20.00
15.00

s,

STUDY PRINTS

BFA EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
,,

2211 Michigan Avenue
Santa Monica, California 90404
"Teachers Away" (Level 1)

*$

25.50

"Borrowing Without Asking" (Level 1)

"Littering" (Level 1)
"School Book" (Level 1)

1 "Last One Chosen" (Level 2)
:Cheating on a Test" (Level 2)

"Fight" (Level 2)
"Wall" (Level 2)
"Crossing Guard" (Level 2)

0

.

"New Student" (Level 2)

"Discrimination" (2) (Level 3)
"Cheating" (Level 3)

.

"My Friends" (Level 3)
"Thir-sty Dog" (level 3)

"Locked House" (Level 3)

"Lost Child" (Level 3)
The BFA Study Prints used in Levels 1, 2, and 3 (seventeen prints) must be ordered as
a set from the company. The set will benown as the"Special Texas Package." This set
cannot be broken.
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BOO KS

Parent's Magazine Press

52 Vanderbilt Aveniie
New York, New York

Big Brother (Level K)
..........
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4.59
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BOOKS (Continued)
0*

Western Publishing Com-pany

6200 Richmond Avenue
Houston, Texas
Walter Escue, Sales Representative (686-7834)
,

.
.

)f I Were (Level 1)

,

Scholastic Magazines and Book Services
50 West 44th Street

$

5.54

$

-.95

.-

New York, New York 10036
Mrs. Joyce Martin, Local Sales Representative (497.5650)

The Ugly Duckling (Level 1)
The Hating Book (Level 1)

.95

i

Harper and Row Publishers
49 East 33rd St.

New York, New York 10016
j Write It (Level 2)
Facilitation Ho Use

P.O. Box 611 *

$

2:50

$

2.00

$

5.95

$

1.00

{

'

1
1

1

Ottawa, Illinois '61350

The Turtle and His Friends (lel.J.el 2)

.

RECORDS

A.B. Le Crone Company
Rhythm Record Company
819 N. W. 92nd Street
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73114
Preschool Physical Fitness (Level K)
Local Record Stores

Swinging on A Star (Level K)I

ReflectiOns - Vicki Carr (Level K)

1.00

,...

Everything is Beautiful - Ray P'rice (Level 1)

.
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